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REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

INTRODUCTION
It its role of Harbour Authority for Marlborough Sounds, the Marlborough
District Council (the Council) has introduced the requirements of the New
Zealand Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code (the Code) within its harbour
jurisdiction.
The harbour risk assessment was originally developed in 2005-6 and has
been reviewed a number of times to maintain its currency, as harbour use
changes and develops. The most recent was in 2009/10, when a risk
rescoring scoring of hazards was undertaken, based purely on incident data
records. The risk assessment is comparative, outputting a ranking of
hazards relative to each other, so that the areas of highest risk in the
harbour are identified.
This 2013 review considers areas of the existing risk control systems
delivered by both the Council’s Harbour Master Group as well as those
delivered by stakeholders that may be influencing the level of risk in the
Marlborough Harbour. It has also considered historic areas of high risk or
areas of uncertain risk.
Areas of pilotage operations have also been
considered.
Note that the review has considered the risk mitigation effect in some key
areas of heightened risk. Applying this risk reduction in a comparative risk
assessment, will naturally cause other hazards to rise in the risk ranking.
This does not mean that risk levels have changed, it means that the
prioritisation for attention may have changed, which will occur as the key
risks become more effectively managed by maturing systems.
As the work reviewed the Marlborough Harbours risk profile with respect to
existing or planned risk management action being taken by the Harbour
Master Group, it is important to note that the review was undertaken with
complete independence from the Council’s Harbour Office. As such Harbour
Master Group personnel have been treated as harbour stakeholders.
The review was conducted in accordance with the requirements of the New
Zealand Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code.
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2

HARBOUR REGULATION

2.1

THE NZ PORT AND HARBOUR MARINE SAFETY CODE
The New Zealand Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code (“the Code”) remains
a voluntary standard for harbour safety management. At a cursory review,
its status appears optional in terms of compliance, but its voluntary status
belies its importance. Codes of this type (i.e. best practice) are commonly
used in maritime regulation and the approach used in the Code is not
unique. Maritime Codes cover many aspects of both ship design and
operation, including shipping interfaces, such as ports and terminals1,
including marinas. Marine Codes rely on the fact that legal Due Diligence
can only be satisfied by best practice. As best practice is defined in the
Code, not adopting its requirements provides liability to the Harbour
Authority that it needs to avoid. Shipping casualties are by their nature
expensive and cases involving harbour approaches and pilotage waters are
high in terms of consequential impacts.

2.1.1 The Public Right of Navigation

As navigation through harbour waters from sea to a safe berth is the same
as the public right of way created by a road on land, there is a need for a
marine equivalent of the NZ Transport Agency in harbour waters. This is
generically called a “Harbour Authority”, which traditionally has
responsibility for setting the standards of “navigational safety” within
harbour waters, for commercial vessels as well as recreational craft that wish
to use those waters.
Recent changes to NZ law have changed this
responsibility to one of “Maritime safety”, which is explained below.
All harbours in the world have a “harbour authority” in some form, which is
solely responsible for the standards of navigational safety management
through harbour waters. In NZ, like many other jurisdictions, some of the
Harbour Authority role is one of common law, in that at least 150 years of
legal litigation have laid down clear interpretations of the duties and
obligations of Harbour Authorities. Legal rulings arising from a failing of
navigational management in one country are used in case law in another,
and so on. Both berths (or terminals) and harbours (ports) can be ruled
unsafe not only because of the condition of their assets, but also because of
failings in the way shipping is managed and navigation is regulated through
harbour waters. If this occurs, the full cost of a casualty can become the
responsibility of a Harbour Authority and not just a terminal operator.
Pilotage is a good example of this, and systems managing pilotage (e.g. SOPs,
1

The ISGOTT tanker and tank terminal safety guide is one example.
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or training and authorisation processes) are often the focus of causation
investigations.
Harbours all have jurisdictions, or defined harbour limits which make clear
the area of responsibility that a Harbour Authority has. The limits of
jurisdiction are clearly recorded in bylaws for Marlborough Sounds Harbour.
2.1.2 The Harbour Authority and the Harbour Master

There can only be one entity responsible for navigation in harbour waters,
and in New Zealand the Harbour Authority role has been given to regional
councils, or as in the case of Marlborough, the local Unitary Authority,
Marlborough District Council. In its role of Harbour Authority and under
New Zealand law, the Council has elected to appoint a Harbour Master and
funds a harbour office.
The Harbour Master role discharges the
requirements and responsibilities of the Harbour Authority in the delivery of
navigational safety management.
The Harbour Master thus fulfils a key role in the harbour, and as the scope
includes navigation, the role is responsible for the navigation of large vessels
and recreational craft alike.
2.1.3 The NZ Maritime Transport Act 2013

During the progression of this risk review, Parliament released the Marine
Legislation Bill introducing amendments to the Maritime Transport Act
1994, moving harbour legislation from the Local Government Act to the
Maritime Transport Act. The Maritime Transport Amendment Act entered
into the Statute in October 2013. The legislation has reconfirmed the
Regional Council’s (or Unitary Authority) role within Harbour Waters:
Section 33C - Functions of regional councils:-.
“For the purpose of ensuring maritime safety in their regions,
regional councils may regulate—
“(a) the ports, harbours, and waters in their regions; and
“(b) maritime-related activities in their regions.”
The text is interesting as, where the role was previously defined solely as one
of regulating navigational safety, the amendments to the Maritime Transport
Act has widened the scope to one that is now described as “maritime safety”.
Although the term “maritime safety” remains undefined, the legislation
defines ‘maritime-related activities’ as
“any activity (including the use of land, buildings equipment or other
property) that affects or is likely to affect maritime safety”.
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The impacts of this are uncertain, but there is a clear difference between a
Council role of “navigation safety” and one of “maritime safety”. If anything
the scope of the Harbour Authority role and thus that of the Harbour Master
has widened.
The scope of the Harbour Master’s role to regulate all vessels capable of
navigation is clarified under sections 33F(1)(c) to 33F(1)(f). For the first time
the role and powers of the Harbour Master are clarified in one area of
legislation. It is also made clear that all types of recreational craft, including
personal water craft, are considered as ships for the purposes of the Harbour
Master role.
Thus, the scope of harbour maritime safety management by Council,
discharged through its Harbour Master, includes all types of vessels or
recreational craft capable of navigation.
Section 33F(2) of the Maritime Transport Act provides that the Harbour
Master may exercise statutory powers with the assistance of any persons
and equipment reasonably considered necessary in the circumstances. Thus
a degree of budgetary setting powers can be inferred, provided the proposed
expenditure is reasonable.
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3

METHODOLOGY – RISK ASSESSMENT

3.1

INTRODUCTION
This section describes the methodology used at an overview level and
provides the information needed to interpret the results.
The methodology used followed the Port and Harbour Risk Assessment and
Safety Management Systems Guidelines. The Criteria used for the risk
assessment scoring was also taken from the guidelines and are attached at
Annex B for ease of reference. Additional information about how the Criteria
have been applied is recorded in Section 4.
The methodology employed is intentionally practical and uses experience
drawn from port and harbour risk assessment as well as the marine
experience provided by representatives from the harbour regulator and
harbour users who provided the consultation input.
The methodology takes significant account of the incident background of the
area. It thus provides the widest possible input of hazards for consideration
by the risk assessment. However, the Council, in its role as Harbour
Authority should expect to introduce ongoing hazard identification and
review to ensure that all relevant hazards have been considered and
accurately assessed.

3.2

SCOPE
The scope of this risk review is the present system of risk control for known
high risks, and potential new risks that are identified out of the process of
harbour user consultation. The existing risk profile of the harbour was the
starting point.
The review criteria also included areas of historic high risk, as well as risks
being actioned, such as pilot boarding risks in the outer Queen Charlotte
Sound.

3.3

STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
The scope of the review work was informed by consultation with those
harbour users having regular experience of navigation in the Marlborough
Harbours extents. It should be noted that consultation for the harbour risk
review sought feedback from harbour users with knowledge of navigation,
but that did not exclude other harbour users, who were invited to open
agenda consultation meetings.
The risk assessment consultation should
thus not be confused with the wider and open public consultation that is
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undertaken by Council on other matters. The risk review has a role to make
recommendations for both the Harbour Master and Council to consider, with
decision-making resting with Council, advised by their duly authorised
Harbour Master.
Both public user meetings where held, as well as meetings with individuals.
A summary record of meeting locations is attached at Annex A.
Consultation input was recorded as confidential to users and is summarised
in this report.

1.1.1 Risk Consultation Groups

Consultation meetings were held with the


The Harbour Master Group;



The operations department of Port Marlborough;



Marlborough Sounds Maritime Pilots;



Cook Strait RoRo Ferry Operators;



Fishing;



Water taxi operations;



Recreational (Sail/Powered).

Two public meeting were held in Picton at Waikawa Boating Club in June
and July 2013 and one meeting was held in Havelock. Follow up meetings
were also conducted with a water taxi operator and kayak guided tour
operator.
Details of those Organisations contributing to the risk assessment or where
proactive consultation was initiated are attached also at Annex A. Sincere
thanks are extended to all those who gave up their free time to provide the
information and data that underpins the robustness of any risk assessment.
1.2

DOCUMENT STUDY AND INCIDENT DATA
Publications and various documents relating to navigation within the
harbour area were provided by the Council, which were reviewed and input
into the review.
Incident and near-miss summary information were also provided from the
Harbour Master’s incident database. Other significant incidents and their
frequency were reviewed and taken into account. This information was used
to assist in the review of hazard descriptions and also in assigning frequency
and consequence to the hazards reviewed.
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RISK ASSESSMENT SCORING
This was achieved for both most likely and worst credible scenarios. Using
risk ranking methodology, hazards were ranked in risk order on the basis of
the most likely and worst credible scoring. These were then reviewed both
independently and at further structured meetings. The incident database
records for the Harbour were reviewed to provide consistency and
underpinning to the quality of hazard scoring.
Further meetings were held both in Picton and Wellington to seek wider
stakeholder input from general leisure users and the two ferry companies’
representatives. The scoring produced a ranked hazard list, which is
available in ranked output at Annex B.
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4

CRITERIA FOR DEVELOPMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT

4.1

RISK MANAGEMENT DEFINITIONS
Using the risk matrix (Table 1, below) taken from Annex A, each hazard was
scored against a scale of 1 to 10 for each of the four consequence categories
within the NZ Risk Assessment Guidelines (i.e. impacts on: Life; Property;
Environment; Harbour Stakeholders).
C
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10

C3

4

5

6

7

9

C2

3

3

4

6

8

C1

1

2

2

3

6

C0

0

0

0

0

0

Frequenc
y

F5

F4

F3

F2

F1

Table 1 - Risk Matrix
Where:0&1
2&3
4, 5, 6
7, 8 & 9
10

Negligible Risk
Low risk
Assessed to be in the ALARP region
Significant Risk
High Risk

4.1.1 The Most Likely and Worst Credible Concept of Risk

From the frequency and consequence data (see Annex B), risk scores are
obtained for each hazard using these criteria, in both the ‘most likely’ and
‘worst credible’ scenarios (i.e. providing eight risk scores per hazard).
Incident data is used to assess the hazard realisation frequency and
consequence is scored by professional knowledge of both most likely and
worst credible outcomes. Hazards are scored optimistically, to provide the
risk assessment with a cautious approach when the average situation is
taken into account. It should be noted that occasionally, most likely
scenarios can generate higher risk levels than worst credible; this is due to
the increased frequency naturally associated with the most likely event. In
MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
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effect, the assessment is scoring the risk associated with two different
outcomes from the same initiating event.
This tends to occur when
consequence levels are similar between most likely and worst case and/or
where the frequency of the worst credible is very much less than that of the
most likely.
Where the most likely event does show higher risk levels it is worthy of
special note as, for example, in the case of berthing contact, it may be
suggesting that a large number of small berthing contact damages are of
greater loss significance than a single heavy contact at a much lesser
frequency.
1.3.1 Hazard Ranking for Risk Mitigation Assessment

The risk data of each of the four categories (Life, Property, Environment and
Port Business) was analysed within the Hazman II software to obtain four
indices for each hazard as follows:
a) The average risk value of the four categories in the ‘most likely’ set.
b) The average risk value of the four categories in the ‘worst credible’ set.
c) The maximum risk value of the four categories in the ‘most likely’ set.
d) The maximum risk value of the four categories in the ‘worst credible’ set.

Average risk values are sensitive towards hazards that score moderately or
highly over a number of categories, whilst the maximum risk values are
sensitive towards hazards which score particularly high in any category.
These values are combined in the Hazman II software to produce a numeric
value representing each of the four indices. The hazard list was then sorted
in order of the aggregate of the four indices to produce a Ranked Hazard
List, in descending order, with the highest risk hazards prioritised at the top.
This list, comprising 84 hazards, is produced in full in Annex B. This
Ranked Hazard List describes the Risk Profile of the Harbour with regard to
navigational operations.
1.4

RISK MITIGATION ACTION CRITERIA
Table 2, below describes the approach that was taken to risk mitigation,
based on the developed risk profile. The "As Low As Reasonably Practicable"
(ALARP) principle of risk management has been used in the derivation of risk
management recommendations. This can be applied for risks that should
only be tolerated if the risk mitigation measures in place provide risk
reduction into the ALARP region, and where they cannot be reduced further
without grossly disproportionate cost or disruption.
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For this risk assessment, the principles of reducing risk to ALARP need to be
applied for the longer term to ensure that risk reduction measures are
considered for all identified risks. However at this stage in the process of
compliance with the Code, particular emphasis has been placed on
identifying additional risk reduction measures for those risks that are found
to be “significant”.
MATRIX

Risk Definition

Action Taken

OUTCOME

0&1

Negligible Risk

A level where operational safety is
unaffected.

2&3

Low risk

A level where operational safety is
assumed.

4, 5, 6

As Low As Reasonably A level defined by Study at which risk
Practicable (ALARP)
control in place is reviewed. It should
be kept under review in the ensuing
Safety Management System.

7, 8 & 9 Significant Risk:

A level where existing risk control is
automatically
reviewed
and
suggestions made where additional
risk control could be applied if
appropriate. Significant risk can occur
in the average case or in individual
categories. New risk controls identified
should be introduced in a timescale of
two years.

10

An area where the Harbourmaster
needs to recommend rapid action.

High Risk

Table 2 - Risk Management Action Criteria
1.4.1 Use of the Concept of ALARP in this Risk Assessment

The NZ risk assessment guidelines recognise the existence of ALARP, but
also recognise that risks need to be managed in a qualitative and
comparative way in situations where the actual levels of risk are difficult to
determine. Part of the reason for this difficulty is that, whilst a Harbour
Regulator (i.e. the Harbour Authority which is exercised through the office of
the Harbour Master) will aim to reduce risk to ALARP, not all contributory
factors and circumstances are under the regulators’ control. A harbour
regulator can only set comprehensive requirements that, as far as is
foreseeable, would reduce the risk to ALARP levels. It then has to monitor
compliance and take action if necessary. This is further compounded by the
MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
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Open Port Duty of a Port or Harbour, in which vessels have some rights to
navigate within the criteria established on safety grounds. It is important to
be aware that in the case of a vessel, the responsibility for ensuring the
ALARP case exists is in part the vessel (or craft) operators’ responsibility
(including the master/skipper and any crew) and in part the responsibility of
the Harbour Regulator.
Where risk levels are found to be significant or high (i.e. outside the ALARP
region), the Harbour Regulator needs to influence an improvement in the
transit safety of vessels using the waterway. It then needs to be in a position
to monitor the effect of the improvement. Marlborough Harbour Risk
assessment has reached a more mature stage where this can be done.
A vessel seeking Port of Refuge status may also pose a risk outside the
ALARP region.
Under the International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
Resolution A.949(23), there is no obligation for the coastal state to grant this
(i.e. it is an MNZ decision) but reality is that shelter should be granted where
practicable, as the alternative is a sunken or wrecked vessel providing a
source of significant pollution. In taking a balanced decision the Director of
Maritime Safety may need to allow a disabled or damaged vessel into
Marlborough Sounds to avert a greater catastrophe offshore. It would pose a
risk problem to the Harbour Master outside the meaning of ALARP.
The use of ALARP in this study is therefore practical in nature, reflecting the
practical problems that a Harbour Regulator has in influencing the
navigation of a vessel that may not itself be operated to an ALARP standard.
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5

RISK ASSESSMENT OUTPUT

5.1

INTRODUCTION
The online Hazman II marine risk management software was used for the
review. It is designed for the Most-Likely and Worst-Credible method of Risk
Assessment, which is endorsed by the process that the International
Maritime Organisation uses for its own regulatory development process,
called Formal Safety Assessment (FSA). It is particularly suited to harbour
and marine risk assessments.
This software is on the online and can thus be populated or reviewed at any
location attached to the Web.
The software also has a marine incident database, which interfaces with the
risk assessment module.
The software can use incident numbers to
calculate the need to review a frequency component of risk, thus providing
intelligence about rising hazards from the changing incident profile.
The output of this software is used to demonstrate and discuss the changing
risks arising out of this review. The next section explains the output that is
used in this report.

5.2

HAZMAN II INTERPRETATION

The Hazman II uses its risk matrix
to display a risk pictorially, in
relation to the risk profile of the
harbour overall. This can be seen
in the example in Figure 1, which is
a Grounding risk. The Most Likely
(ML) risk and the Worst Credible
(WC) Risk data are shown as
triangular icons.
The calculated
risk score is the combined average
of
all
the
frequency
and
consequence scores that make up
each risk. The recorded risk score
Figure 1 : Example Risk Profile and
Hazard Comparison
(5.48) in this case grounding, is shown
in relation to all of the other
Grounding risks in the harbour. The Grounding risk profile is shown as
shaded plot on the risk matrix. This particular risk would be worthy of close
attention as it is at the upper end of the shaded grounding profile.
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5.2.1 Interpretation of Risk Scores

Figure 2 presents the risk scoring output, together with the separate risk
matrices for the most-likely and worst-credible risk outcome cases. The blue
cells in the risk matrix are the scores in each risk consequence category
(People, Environment, Property, Stakeholders).
Each data set is labelled below to assist with interpretation.

Hazard
Reference
in List

Hazard
Rank
Position
Relative
to Other
Risks

Most Likely
Risk Matrix

Worst Credible
Risk Matrix

Calculated Mean
Risk Level Before
Risk Management
Measures (Inherent
Risk).

Calculated Mean
Risk Level After
Risk Reduction
Calculated
(Residual Risk).

Figure 2 : Risk Scoring Output Diagram
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6

HARBOUR RISK MANAGEMENT REVIEW

6.1

INTRODUCTION
This section provides both a numerical review of risk in areas that
underwent review, as well as gap analyses to identify new options for risk
management. New options for risk management are those developed by
authors and those suggested by stakeholder feedback. As such, risk control
options are presented for the Harbour Authority to review and consider
which make the most sense (this may be a cost effectiveness decision) to take
forward for implementation.

6.2

CONSULTATION FEEDBACK – KEY AREAS
The consultation exercise undertaken was the most comprehensive since the
Marlborough Sounds Harbour Risk Assessment was initially developed. A
number of meetings were held in Picton and Havelock, with visits to a
number of stakeholders also undertaken. A number of passenger RoRo2
ferry transits were completed with bridge teams.
A key feedback to note is the growing awareness of the Harbour Office and
positive support for both its function and its contribution to maritime safety
throughout the Sounds. To have received such a common support for the
way in which the Harbour Master Group has developed needs to be noted.
The harbour patrol function received much positive feedback, which is quite
a distinct change from its time of introduction. This was understandably not
universal, but the positive side was from a significant majority. Users in
Havelock were especially supportive and directly requested deployments into
that area to increase.
The expectation of increased numbers of mussel barge movements at
Havelock, as new Salmon farms come on line. Havelock channel limitations,
including obstruction by logs after storms.
An increasing size of log barges operating in the Sounds.
Standard of navigational knowledge and expertise of recreational users,
including the use of lifejackets. The education role provided by the harbour
patrol service is seen as important.
Feedback on the promulgation of information by the Harbour Office was
sought during the consultation meetings.

2

RoRo Ferry = Roll on Roll off ferries suffer particular problems of stability of their watertight integrity is
compromised at vehicle deck areas.
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Picton and its approaches and improving the knowledge of passenger RoRo
ferry movements was the subject of input. Improving the collision risk
mitigation for kayaking operations in the same area was input.
Pilotage boarding operations in the outer Queen Charlotte Sound were the
subject of feedback, with poor weather operations being considered.
These areas are considered in this section of the report.
Commercial operators of small vessels referenced the variance of recreational
craft lighting systems and their utility in general.
There are overall
standards for navigation lights on recreational vessels (Maritime Rule 22),
but it appears there is little regulatory follow up in the recreational sector
and either a problem of reliability or maintenance. If lights are fitted they
need to be working.
6.3

PASSENGER RORO FERRIES – TORY CHANNEL TRANSIT RISK
Grounding Risk associated with the Tory Channel entrance has historically
been one of the more significant risks at the top of the risk profile for the
harbour. It was not the highest risk, then ranking 7th overall, but it
represents one of the most severe worst-credible risk consequences. The
grounding risk and risk management efforts are re-evaluated in this section.

6.3.1 Risk Management Status

Evidence that risk levels at Tory Channel entrance are slowly decaying was
noted in the 2009/10 numerical review, where a fall in reported incidents
and near misses was apparent. The 2013 review confirms this data trend is
continuing, but that the data should be treated with caution.
Cook Strait passenger RoRo operators began to develop better navigational
management systems as a prudent response to a number of near miss
incidents in the last decade. The risk of a grounding or collision event in the
Tory Channel entrance area was initially measured as significant because of
the near miss record.
At the time of the 2009/10 review, this Tory Channel risk had decayed to
rank 7 in the list, but remained high in terms of ALARP (Figure 3).
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Figure 3 : Raw Risk Levels at Tory Channel Entrance (2009 Review)

The Cook Strait passenger RoRo ferry operators have both developed bridge
systems, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) and passage planning to
assist their bridge watch-keepers to improve effective management of their
Marlborough Sounds transits. Such systems are key to improving the
human elements of: Slips; Trips; Mistakes; Violations.
A number of transits were taken on the Cook Strait ferries and new bridge
procedures reviewed and seen in action. The evaluation was not undertaken
as a systematic audit of the systems, but was maintained at the overview to
meet the objective to understand systems.
Reviewers are satisfied that significant improvements are in place in 2013,
that provide for further risk reduction (Figure 4). The risk reduction is
modest, but as part of a package of other measures that have been
introduced by the Harbour Authority, it is making a difference, reducing this
example risk to rank 11. The risk management package overall affects both
collision and grounding risk.

Figure 4 : Residual Risk levels - Tory Channel Entrance
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Although risk reviewers are of the
opinion that key risk levels are
decaying, these risks still remain
heightened. This plot shows the
calculated risk score relative to the
overall grounding profile for the
Marlborough Sounds. The triangles
show the worst-credible and mostlikely risks; the calculated median
score is recorded.

6.3.2 Other Systems Managing Tory Channel Entrance Risk

The situation that existed at Tory Channel has been improved in a number
of ways, which has influenced a downward trend in the inherent risk shown
in Figure 4. Such as:

Monitoring of the entrance by means of AIS transponder records. This
has significantly enhanced the knowledge of the Harbour Office and
allowed transits to be analysed, improving understanding. The quality of
coverage available to Council (including redundancy of coverage in remote
areas) has improved.



Vessels fitted with AIS transponders, which now includes tug and tows,
are able to “see” each other when visually and radar “blind” to one
another at Tory Channel entrance.



Tory Channel entrance radio calling up protocols are working well (an
existing and well established measure), valued and adhered to by an
overwhelming majority of users, including small craft. There remain
exceptions; however these are reported to be smaller in number.



Enhancements to the Tory Channel seaward leads, including the ability
to remotely activate the Leads, for transits where visibility is reducing.



Introduction of the harbour LAN into Tory Channel entrance, which has
allowed reliable data back-haul.



The installation of a NIWA wave height monitoring buoy. Data is now
supplied back to the Harbour office, allowing accurate wave height
information to be provided for safe vessel transit. A summary plot of the
significant wave height is available online to all users. This has also
provided knowledge of sea conditions at the entrance, allowing the
Harbour Master to take an informed decision, based on real-time
information, to close the entrance when sea conditions deteriorate to the
extent where transits would be dangerous. Prior to this there was
reliance on observed input. Interestingly, a RoRo ferry stakeholder
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provided opinion that Tory Channel entrance had remained open overall
for longer since the installation of the equipment. Although this may be
anecdotal and based on perception rather than hard fact, it is evidence of
the level of support that systems based on neutral data have.


The 2013 installation of weather and windspeed monitoring equipment at
West Head provides further key data about conditions at Tory Entrance.



Bylaw requirements for tug and tows to carry Class B AIS transponders,
which makes them electronically visible at all times by other vessels
carrying AIS equipment. This has collision risk benefit.

6.3.3 Gap Analysis – Tory Channel Entrance Risk Management

As the Cook Strait RoRo ferries have been able to improve the precision of
navigation and positioning in the channel for both transit, and entry/exit, it
is worthwhile considering the deployment of further technology and aids to
navigation, to close the risk uncertainly gap further. Transits with bridge
teams across operators showed one operator uses ECDIS3 technology to a
greater extent, but both still value and use the Aids to Navigation (AtoN)
references provided by Council. There are two new options identified.
1. Consultation with RoRo ferry bridge teams has shown the variance of
approach from the seaward side of the entrance. When a vessel is of
relatively low power (such as tugs and tows) the channel is approached
from seaward by “stemming” the tide, which means that the vessel
heading is placed such that the vessel is aligned with the flow. This
allows the bow to cut the ebb tide evenly, so the tide has minimal
vectoring influence on the track taken. Stakeholders advise the ebb flow
swings to the south of Tory Channel entrance, so a vessel stemming the
tide on its approach may be closing the entrance from a southerly aspect
and off the centreline of the leads. A vessel entering slightly off the leads
does not have the best positional references. This could be enhanced by
the introduction of a Pell sector light to one of the Tory Channel entrance
leads. Thus if a vessel entering Tory Cannel from sea strayed off track,
the Pell light would show a red sector to port and a green sector to
starboard, assisting the watch keeper to maintain a correct track closing
the entrance. LED technology has reduced the cost of Pell lights and
improved their reliability. However, it would mean Tory Entrance leads
either being switched on continuously or by use of a procedure
formalising request. Presently, an orange stripe on the seaward side of
each structure provides assistance during daylight hours.
It is

3

ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information System) is a mandatory carriage requirement for many
vessels operating under SOLAS or Maritime Rules. It presents live positional references and navigational
instrumentation outputs onto an electronic chart.
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reasonable to consider this option further, which improves the precision
of approach from seaward.
2. In any lead upgrade, the option now exists with LED technology to
consider any benefit of a sectored LED lead.
3. Once the entrance heads are cleared inbound, a vessel then begins the
swing to port into Tory Channel.
Different Masters use different
techniques and references to monitor the rate of swinging and the use of
rate of turn provided by ECDIS is also in use. External marks and
references are readily available for the outbound transit (and all use a
common mark), but are limited for the inbound swing. Different inbound
references are in use by navigators, including rate of turn (derived by
ECDIS). For inbound vessels, there are a series of rocks on the landward
side of the inner entrance that are used as turning references. They are
clear in daylight, but lost at night or in reduced visibility.
a. It is worthwhile considering the deployment of a new AtoN mark
that is lit as an inbound swinging reference, or clearing line for
large inbound vessels. If adopted by navigators, this would assist
to develop consistency in the negotiation of the Tory Entrance
swing.
b. The best available swinging references appear to involve alignment
of informal marks on White Rocks, in Te Awaiti Bay, which are lost
at night.
c. If this was taken further, there is a light on Wheke Rock east of
Fishermen’s Bay to consider, and any new light in the area needs
to differentiate from this. It appears that White Rocks in Te Awaiti
Bay are a sufficient distance away.
d. Authors express the caution that cost effective risk benefit
associated with new marks, must rely on consensus amongst
mariners regularly transiting Tory Channel entrance, which may be
difficult to achieve. Without this, risk benefit will be marginal at
best. However, the benefits of consistency in any safety system
reliant on human judgement make real contributions to risk
reduction. A swinging reference inbound can, if adopted, result in
a consistency of approach by navigators (PECs4) and authorised
pilots regularly using Tory Channel entrance. On the basis that
different methods are used by navigators, consultation would be
4

PEC = Pilot Exemption Certificate. Mariners regularly using harbour waters can gain exemption from the
requirement to carry an Authorised Harbour Pilot after demonstrating an equivalent level of local
knowledge and experience relevant to the handling characteristics of the ships in which they transit
harbour waters.
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required. If this consultation brought out further variance of
opinion, the risk reduction would not be cost effective and should
not proceed.
6.4

PICTON RORO FERRY MOVEMENT PROMULGATION
In an approach to Picton, RoRo ferries need sea room to slow down and
prepare for manoeuvre. As RoRo ferries have to swing and manoeuvre, to
isolate the risk of collision in Picton, only one large ship is permitted to
operate south of Mabel Island during the hours of darkness or at times of
reduced visibility. An elevated blue flashing light at the seaward end of
Waitohi wharf indicates that a large ship movement is occurring. Small craft
are alerted to this hazard by the blue flashing light, but are allowed to
proceed with caution. The light is currently required to be initiated by bridge
team advice to the Picton Harbour Radio (PHR), and then extinguished after
a ferry has rounded Picton Point, again by a PHR/bridge team interface.
There was considerable variance of opinion when the light was originally
introduced. However, by 2013, the consultation shows that Picton based
marine stakeholders have strong support for the utility of the light, but there
is a consistent view that reliability and visual effectiveness of the light should
be improved.
It is assumed the light location is in the best practical location for power
supply, security and operational control.

6.4.1 Gap Analysis –Picton Harbour Blue Light

Limitations provided over the light:


The light, which operates at night only, is considered to be of low
brilliance, such that it is not always obvious to users. The light is not
considered effective at all in rain or mist (reduced visibility), when the
light’s range diminishes and cannot be seen.



To increase its brilliance would require LED technology and possibly a
dual lumen output capability for reduced visibility. If this was
considered, sectoring would probably be required to shield the light
from residential exposure.



The height of the light did not always make it clear in the backlighting
of cargo workings at the RoRo ferry terminal. An increase in its height
should be investigated.



The light is presently operated manually when a RoRo ferry departure
movement occurs. The light can be left on by mistake and continuous
flashing undermines its effect. It needs to be automated.



The option to place a repeater blue light at the entrance to Picton
Marina was tabled. It is recommended this be evaluated further.
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The use of electronic signage at Picton Marina entrance was tabled by
stakeholders as an option to add to the function of the blue light and alert
marina users of a RoRo ferry movement5.


Given the confusion about the intended night operation of the blue
warning light, the Marlborough Sounds Safe Boating Brochure, was
reviewed. This does reference the difficulty of observing a RoRo ferry
movement at night, but it does not make clear the light is only
activated at night. Revision of the text is recommended



Consider the option of a fully automated light that operates 24/7. The
reliability of LED technology may now make this a viable option.

There was further option that Waikawa Marina entrance should also be
provided with a signage link to RoRo ferry movements at Picton. This is
considered further below (kayak Operations).
6.5

KAYAK OPERATIONS IN PICTON
The popularity of kayaking is growing, with Picton providing a core of quality
expertise which shows a professional edge, as well as a good understanding
of risk. Kayaks can be hired for individual use, or organised groups can be
accompanied by a guide. Kayaking “routes” have become established to
facilitate departure and arrival from/to Picton, with variants in the route
used for different weather or traffic conditions. There are a number of
organised routes available, with Mabel Island being used for the crossing
point in most cases. Kayakers mostly remain on the east side of Picton
Harbour, with the best route options for crossing maintained at Mabel
Island. This means crossing the entrance of Picton Marina, with a possibility
of collision. The 5 Knot rule mitigates this risk.
There are useful landing points along the Grove, to which kayaks can both
be delivered and recovered and an interesting scenic coastal transit back to
Picton; this time down the more difficult western side of Picton harbour.
There are six hazards in the database covering kayak risks, which reflects
their importance. Two hazards in the database relate to Kayak Collisions of
relevance to Picton, hazard 42, a collision involving a water taxi:-

5

There was some confusion amongst stakeholders who reported the light was often not in service. This
was because of assumptions that the light was intended to operate during daylight hours, which is not the
case at present. A ferry movement can be seen in daylight, but at night the navigation lights can be
difficult to see against the other background lighting and Navigation lights around Picton harbour.
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Figure 5 : Hazard 42 - Water Taxi and Kayak Collision

This hazard reflects that a most likely collision event (a significant close
quarters with wash providing shock to the
Kayaker) could occur once in two years. The
worst credible event involves potential for
fatality.
Both the hazard data and the
scoring appear consistent with feedback
from this consultation exercise.
And, hazard 39, which relates to collision
involving a leisure craft.
Figure 6 : Water Taxi/Kayak
Risk Scoring

Figure 7 : Hazard 42 - Leisure Craft and Kayak Collision

This hazard is relevant
recorded which reflects
options presently rely on
the RoRo ferry lookouts
Harbour.
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The Hazard Risk Plot shows where this
collision risk lies in relation to the whole
collision category. Its risk plot shows it is a
collision risk with the potential for a short
period of return, reflecting the difficulties
that can occur in visually spotting
kayakers from other vessels/craft. A
collision with a kayak has been realised
historically and stakeholders continue to
anecdotally reference close quarters events
involving kayaking in the general area of
Picton harbour.

Figure 8 : Kayak/Leisure Craft Risk
Score

6.5.1 Gap Analysis – Kayak Operations in Picton

1. The option of an electronic sign at the entrance to Picton Marina is
supported by those representing Kayak operations. A periodic electronic
warning displayed on the sign, about crossing kayaks, should provide
risk benefit and is aligned to the core function of a Harbour Authority –
promulgation of information to users.
2. Kayakers returning to Picton along the west side of Picton harbour transit
past the RoRo ferry terminals.
Provided knowledge of RoRo ferry
schedules; the terminal blue flashing light is operational; kayakers make
themselves visible to bridge teams and pass a safe distance from berth
structures, this risk is mitigated sufficiently.
3. Kayakers then pass through the centre of Picton, where a straight line
transit takes them across the middle of Picton Harbour (see Figure 9)
Although there is no set route, there is an influence for the kayaker to
take a straight line across the harbour. This is an area populated by
moorings (kayakers can be blind to other craft), powered craft operating
from Picton waterfront and water taxis returning to their operational
bases. Close liaison occurs between Picton based water taxi operators
(adjacent operational bases), but a concerning collision risk remains
associated with other craft in the area, including jetskis.
a. The Picton waterfront is getting busier annually and access to the
water is assured via the Foreshore Reserve.
b. Harbour patrols are in place for speed management, intervention or
enforcement, but the harbour overall is large.
c. A second Council craft introduced in 2013 for the servicing of Aids
to Navigation may have capability to provide some additional
patrols in the summer months. This may help with the Harbour
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Authority presence throughout the Sounds, in particular at Picton,
as well as Havelock.
d. A review of the option to introduce zoning for different recreational
activities in Picton Harbour appears prudent, for example
separating out hand powered craft close to shore from powered
craft and swimmers, and working with kayak operators to lay out
the best transit, which may not be the shortest. If adopted after a
review, this option would require educational or even enforcement
action.

Figure 9 : Kayakers Passing RoRo Berths into
Picton
Are influenced to Transit Across Picton Harbour

6.6

WAIKAWA MARINA
A number of commercial operators based in Waikawa Marina, referenced a
number of near miss or possible minor collisions within the marina itself.
There were no records of incidents reported officially, only anecdotal advice.
Causes were suggested to be related to lack of experience or speed of transit
through the marina, especially inbound. On the basis that most collisions of
this type would be expected to be at slow closing speeds, the option exists for
Port Marlborough, as the marina operator, to provide some further advisory
liaison with users.
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This collision risk is low, because of the minimal outcome and it is not
presently recorded in the hazard database as it will relate to the Port
Operator’s own risk assessment.
There was also a view tabled in support of the benefit of advice about RoRo
ferry movements in Picton for Waikawa Marina, including electronic signage.
This is a considerable distance from the RoRo ferry terminal and the light
would be extinguished normally some time before a RoRo ferry was passing
the Snout and Waikawa Bay. It is difficult therefore to see the utility or risk
benefit this would have to users departing Waikawa marina. A radio call
would provide more up to date information.
If a further electronic sign were available for the entrance to this marina,
some educational benefit could be derived to assist in craft reducing speed
sufficiently as they transit towards the marine entrance.
6.7

HAVELOCK
Cullen point in Havelock provides a blind bend in the approach channel,
which has historically been the subject of collision and near miss reports.
Collisions have resulted in serious injury. The Havelock channel is long and
narrow, with significant bends which are almost blind at Cullen point. At
low water in particular, there is little or no water depth available if a craft
should stray out of the channel. The channel markings were historically
economical in number, and reports of small craft mistaking markings and
grounding on the soft sand banks were numerous. To make the channel
easier to navigate, particularly by vessels calling to the area infrequently,
upgrades to the channel markers were planned and implemented by the
Harbour Master Group, prior to the 2012/13 summer season. The upgrade
both increased the number of markers and improved readability for the
recreational user. A further round of user consultation occurred at the end
of the summer season resulting in slight modification to the established
markers. Promulgation of changes was made by a notice to mariners.
A consultation meeting in Havelock provided surprisingly positive user
feedback about the need for regular patrols, with a request that Havelock
patrols are increased in the 2013/2014 summer to autumn period. The
meeting reported:

A concern over the lack of rule of the road knowledge (passing rules)
shown by many of those using Havelock for day excursions.



Lack of knowledge of what channel markers mean, confusion when using
them, and the significance for incoming or outgoing craft or vessels.



The ease by which recreational users can get disoriented in the area,
especially if a light mist forms.
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A mix of recreational craft of speeds and sizes and significant sized
commercial barges, which are slow to manoeuvre.



The summer months of November through to April can be chaotic at
times.



There are a large number of groundings occurring in the Havelock
Channels.



There is still not enough recreational user uptake on the wearing of
lifejackets, especially in small craft.

The Havelock launching ramp, and thus the entrance channel, has become
extremely busy during long holiday weekends, with a significant rise in
trailer launched motorised craft evident (this feedback being confirmed by
patrol craft crew). Trailer launched boats have become popular, with day
visitors, many reportedly originating from further South, making up a
substantial percentage of users entering Pelorus Sound.

There was a further view from the meeting that the lack of understanding of
markers was so basic that non marine terminology should be introduced,
sometimes on markers, so that recreational users knew which side of a
channel marker to pass. Placing left and right signs channel markers is not
undertaken elsewhere and is probably impractical. At night or in reduced
visibility, it is the shape of the marker cap that is used to identify the type of
marker, such a change may cause confusion, so is not supported by
Authors.

Figure 10 : Cullen Point Is an Area of Increasing Risk, with the Key area as shown
(Cullen Point to Shag Point).

Feedback strongly suggests that the increased volume of recreational traffic
is directly proportional to an increasing risk of collision6 at or approaching
Cullen Point, especially at busy weekends. It appears that trailer users
provide Havelock with a busy launching facility, especially at weekends.
There are a number of (anecdotal) reports of regular close quarter events,
6

Grounding Risk is similarly rising as there is little water outside the extents of the narrow channel.
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involving both recreational craft, and commercial mussel barges. There was
some frustrated feedback in relation to some users showing limited
knowledge of the rules, and an active education campaign over the summer
months was strongly recommended by the stakeholder meeting7.

Figure 11 : Collision Risk - Cullen Point, Havelock

The collision risk at Havelock
is shown in Figure 12 in
relation to the overall Collision
Risk in Marlborough Sounds
(shadowed).
The worst credible risk score
is similar to other such risks,
because loss of life can readily
result. The Most Likely risk is
low, reflecting the reality of the
data record, which shows no
actual
collision
incidents
formally reported in the past 5
years.
It
is
clear
from
stakeholder feedback that
7

Figure 12 : Hazard Risk Plot for
Havelock Collision Risk

The Havelock Stakeholder feedback was concerned with the area between Cullen Point and Shag Point.
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the winding channels prior to Cullen Point (inbound) have as much collision
potential as does Cullen point itself. This is much related to the confusion of
passing rules and the significance of channel markers.
The rising risk result strongly supports the proactive attention, patrols, boat
ramp attendance, being afforded to Havelock risk mitigation by the Harbour
Office in 2013 is justified.
6.7.1 Groundings and Strandings - Havelock

Groundings and strandings in the channel approaching Cullen point have
reportedly become common.
In the Havelock Channel, mussel barge
operators report frequent grounding, but generally they can wait for the tide
to rise and float off. Tide tables will report the time of high or low tide at
Havelock, but as the tidal height readout is not readily available, this may be
an underlying cause.
There were calls for a programme of dredging to occur. The operators of
Havelock Marina may elect to investigate this, but the common law remit of
the Harbour Authority is to mark the channel and advise on its depth.

Figure 13 : Havelock Grounding Hazard Score
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The rise in grounding risk at
Havelock is notable and it has
raised the profile of this
hazard into the top 20. The
risk has risen because the
frequency of occurrence is
high, although the most likely
consequence is low. The worst
credible consequence involves
a
blocking the
Havelock
channel.
The risk matrix plot shows the
increased risk relative to the
Grounding profile of the
harbour (shadowed). Although
Figure 14 : Havelock Grounding Risk Plot
this score is higher than
Havelock collision risk, it is
lower in the profile because of the most likely risk being low, which is reflects
the fact that most groundings at Havelock are in most cases benign.
However, a stranded mussel barge at the time of neap tides may result in
channel closure for several hours, which would mean the boat ramp may
have limited access throughout the tide until the channel is cleared.
Although the channel depth is said to be accurately promulgated, the cause
of mussel barge groundings is not as yet fully clear. Professional review
suggests that knowledge of the height of tide over datum may be a factor.
This may be both educationally related, but the possibility exists that the
tidal height is not accurately available8.
6.7.2 Systems Managing Risk at Havelock



An electronic sign with the ability to change the message remotely has
recently been installed at Havelock, which is proving to be a significant
success. It is located on the seaward side on the Sanfords’ facility and
delivers information about local navigation and relevant harbour advice.
The sign provides live and changing educational information to users
launching at the Havelock ramp.



Patrols have been conducted around the Havelock approach channel and
at the seaward side of Cullen Point, where user feedback reports the area
needing most attention, lies.

8

Tide tables are available for Havelock, but the timing of high tide may be different to that predicted
because of high or low pressure systems in the offshore area.
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The disposition of Channel markers in this area has been reviewed and
improved by the Harbour Master, as a result of consultation with user
groups in 2012/13. Although it is a difficult area to mark because of the
nature of the navigable channel, the new layout has resulted in additional
channel markers, including an “outside” marker at Cullen Point.



New information about the disposition of channel markers is readily
available on the Council website (Harbour Master notices). Further
notices to mariners have been posted to record the change to the channel
marker layout at Havelock



There is information about the use of the Havelock Channel and its
topographical hazards (limited water outside of the channel) in the
2013/14 Safe Boating Guide.

It is recommended that any further work involving channel markers needs to
allow sufficient time for the newly introduced layout to be evaluated.
6.7.3 Gap Analysis Risk Management Status at Havelock

Havelock is an area that needs risk management attention, guided by user
feedback. New risk control is possible, but key to this will be an increased
presence of the patrol craft. This is both enforcement and educational.
1. A regular launching ramp campaign to raise awareness of the difficulties
of using Havelock channel and transiting Cullen point. This also needs to
be supported by local advertising, use of electronic scrolling sign and
some static signage at the ramp.
2. Further development of the electronic signage capability, including
options for different types of message. These could deliver some more
basic educational messages as suggested by stakeholder feedback This
capability was put in place during the course of this work.
3. An increase in the frequency of the patrol craft being in attendance at
Havelock. It appears the patrol, in addition to time spent at the
launching ramp, may provide some user educational benefit, including
wearing of lifejackets. Havelock stakeholders suggested that some patrol
time spent in the area from Hoods Bay to Cullen Point.
4. Installation of a remote tide gauge, capable of tidal height data
transmission. This risk control measure may well reduce the incidence of
Grounding at Havelock.
5. In the interim, there is an option to place a local tide board, at no.4
beacon. The introduction of remote tidal sensing will take time to
implement and risk reduction using this simpler interim option may be
cost effective. It recognises the need to address a grounding hazard that
has a high frequency of occurrence.
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6. The number of anecdotal grounding reports referenced are not supported
by the incident record, which is worrying. The changes made to the
Council website to facilitate online reporting forms may be of help in
improving this. It may help for patrol boat crews to provide ongoing
education of the importance of incident reporting during any interface
with harbour users, especially at Havelock.
7. One recreational stakeholder based in Havelock tabled a need for basic
messages to be provided to those itinerants launching at Havelock. The
proposal involved placement of signage on channel beacons warning
small craft to keep to the right of the channel, linking the word Port to the
left and Starboard to the right, and also associating the colour of channel
markers in the same way. This was driven by a concern for the
underlying low level of competence of those visitors using Havelock. This
issue is related to a wider question nationally about licensing, which if
introduced, should provide a level of basic competency for all users.
Such training is not the remit of a harbour authority. Adding signage to
marker beacons can provide confusion as marker shape also signifies
meaning to the navigator. It is on this basis that Authors think the use of
electronic signage and patrol presence is an appropriate response to this
risk.
a. There may be a half way option to consider adding information
about the beacon layout in the Safe Sounds Boating Brochure,
referencing the fact that channels are marked with port (red) and
starboard (green) beacons as seen by a craft entering the port from
seaward, which is the standard way that this is done!
b. The chartlet into the Safe Sounds Boating Brochure could be
updated with the flash sequencing of beacons for Havelock
Channel.
c. Given the nature of the channel, the cost of synchronised flashing
lights on beacons could be explored (although this is likely to
remain prohibitive with respect to the risk benefit).
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6.7.4 Predicted Risk Reduction – Grounding

It is worthwhile considering the
risk benefit of both the 2013
channel marker reorganisation and
future provision of information
about tidal height.
On a
presumption
that
leisure
groundings would reduce by 20%
on the application of each measure,
an order of magnitude reduction in
risk would accrue, to provide a
residual risk score of 4.8. From a
risk perspective, this is an excellent
result.

6.8

Figure 15 : Risk Reduction Prediction Grounding At Havelock

PILOTAGE AND NORTHERN ENTRANCE TRANSITS

6.8.1 Pilotage Consultation

Consultation with authorised Pilots highlighted a health and safety risk
faced when boarding a vessel from the pilot tender in adverse conditions at
the Northern entrance. This feedback was confirmed by pilot tender crews.


In adverse weather conditions, it is not possible for some inbound
vessels (e.g. bulk carriers) to make a sufficient lee for safe boarding.



The coastal cement vessels often need to close Long Island before they
can safely rig the pilot boarding ladder, when weather is poor.



Swells can enter past Long Island before reducing to safe levels for
boarding operations.

There are presently two boarding areas seaward of Long Island and a
proposal was tabled to revert to one (alpha) and allow vessels to progress
past Long Island into calm waters to board vessels. Such practices are
undertaken in other ports, but normally with a traffic management system
also in operation.
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6.8.2 Northern Entrance Boarding

A Pell sector light9 has been installed at Farnham Point to assist inbound
vessels make the correct approach for transit past Long Island to a location
where a safe lee can be made before a pilot is boarded. If a vessel was to be
led in by a pilot on board a recognisable pilot tender, it is a practice that
occurs in other harbours in the world. From Seaward, the Northern
entrance provides a clear radar return to show islands and other topography.
However, a number of safeguards are recommended and if accepted should
be separately assessed for risk reduction effectiveness.


The passage would need to be a one way transit area.



The vessel’s master providing a declaration that all vessel navigation
and propulsion systems are operational (both by lodging an electronic
form and confirming on VHF to the pilot).



Enough information to provide an electronic Master Pilot Exchange
needs to be exchanged (this is facilitated by electronic forms), which
needs to be accessible by both the pilot tender and the inbound ship.



There would need to be a clear procedure for VHF communication on
Channel 19 to be continuous, with the master formally accepting such
a service by a Pilot remote from the vessel and the Pilot acknowledging
this.



The Pilot confirming with the master that a good understanding of the
English language is present on board the vessel and pilot boat.



Pilot tender Cox’n procedures would be needed to set a fixed distance
between pilot boat and vessel that should remain constant throughout
the move until the pilot boards.



The Pell light would need repeater at a lower height, as the Pell light
cannot be seen from the pilot boat – the beam of light from the Pell
passes above the height of the pilot boat wheelhouse; it may be
possible to consider vertical beam adjustment if this is possible.
Alternatively the Pell light would need to be marked by an AIS AtoN
virtual mark, which the pilot boat could receive by a Class A AIS
transponder that can supply the information onto an electronic

9

A Pell sector light is a single land-based navigation light which shows a different colour when viewed from
different angles. The mariner sees a single light - which is red, white or green in colour at any point in time. From
the colour of the light he/she can determine the lateral position of the vessel.
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display. The AIS Virtual AtoN mark could be supplied by an AIS base
station10 remote from the location11.


The intensity of the Pell light would potentially need to be increased to
provide coverage during times of reduced visibility (e.g. rain, or the
characteristic rolling localised fog banks).



The pilot tender would need to be fitted with electronic charting and
autopilot to provide a steady course if a vessel is being led, capable of
displaying both the pilot boat position and the vessel position, together
with information about speed, heading and rate of turn of either
vessel.



The pilot tender would need to be fitted with working radar.

6.8.3 Pilotage Exempt Training

The introduction of Maritime Rule Part 90 made Tory Channel and the Outer
Queen Charlotte into separate pilotage districts.
This reflects the
considerable variance of difficulty between the Northern Entrance and Tory
Channel entrance, setting different experience requirements.
Transit
requirements for PEC holders need to be a subset of the requirements for
pilotage, taking into account that a PEC holder is attached to a specific
vessel or vessel type.
6.8.4 Pelorous Sound

The rising number of cruise vessels wishing to visit Marlborough Sounds
brings both economic benefit and challenges to Marlborough Sounds
Harbour. Cruise vessels have been visiting Picton and Ship Cove for many
years, with the frequency increasing. It is inevitable for development of such
trade that other options are opened up for the cruising experience.
The Harbour Master and Pilots have worked together to develop tripping
requirements for Pilot training in a separate pilotage district of Pelorus
Sound. Procedures have been developed providing generic passage plans
that provide knowledge of where a passenger cruise vessel will be allowed to
go in a cruise down Pelorus Sound.
6.9

THE HARBOUR MASTER’S OFFICE SYSTEMS
There is an improved co-operation between the operational side of the
commercial port and the Councils’ Harbour Master Group. This is especially
the case with pilotage delivery, where pilots and harbour office staff are
jointly developing improvements to their systems of operation and standards.

10
11

An AIS base station could also provide other marks
Some AIS transponders cannot resolve AIS virtual mark transmissions.
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Good harbour systems that stand the test of time are established through
collaboration.
6.9.1 Harbour Office Procedures

Since the 2009 review, there has been a significant development of the
Harbours Office Procedures, many of which have been developed from
nothing. The system has been designed to establish an ISO system which is
planned to be integrated into the Councils’ Regulatory Department existing
ISO accreditation.
Procedures cover operational activities, including the patrol function. These
are easy to use, provide good advice and will encourage consistency of
approach across the operations of the Harbour Master Group.
6.9.2 User Education and Staffing

Marlborough Sounds is a very large harbour area. An increase in harbour
patrol time will be necessary if an education campaign is going to be
successful, particularly at Havelock (and there is a consistent user feedback
view that an education campaign is necessary). The new “maritime safety”
remit for Council in the Maritime Transport Amendment Act 2013 by any
interpretation is different to the previous remit of “navigational safety”. The
eyes and ears of the Harbour Authority for a harbour the size of Marlborough
are not only the users, but the presence that regular summer, and reduced
winter patrols provide.
It appears to authors that the time demands on the Harbour office will rise;
not only for patrols, but also for other harbour roles, such as monitoring.
There are a number of casual roles in the harbour office staff, both supplying
patrol boat services, but also marine officer services. The Council have an
agreed Harbour Safety Management System (SMS) which has a sensible
structure for delivery of the Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code
requirements. It is suggested this structure is used to identify the number of
full time and causal roles required, but it must be recognised that funding is
required to facilitate a full time role. Decisions of funding adequacy are for
Council alone to make.
Authors maintain the widely held international view that the risk imposer
pays, but that risk control should be efficient and undergo regular review,
such that the cost burden on users can always pass a fair and reasonable
test.
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PROMULGATION OF INFORMATION
Promulgation of any kind of harbour information, including, but not limited
to: the issue of notices to mariners; navigation warnings: channel locations,
soundings, environmental information; changes to aid to navigation layouts,
are all a remit of the Harbour Authority. It is often difficult to directly
attribute the risk reduction available from this core function, but it is
nevertheless important.
The Harbour Office retains a good record for the issue of advice and notices
to mariners are accessible via the Council website.

6.10.1 Website Portal

Access to harbour information online is sometimes difficult to access, partly
because of the wealth of other information that the Council is also obliged to
make available to the public. To assist harbour users in accessing such
information, the Hrbour Master Group, with support from Marlborough
Maritime
Pilots,
had
introduced
a
website
portal
page
(www.pictonharbour.co.nz), to assist harbour users to find relevant
information about the harbour. Given that harbour information on the
Council website comes under an environmental section, it easy to
understand feedback that suggests information is hard to find, and the
portal is a good development.
The
portal
page
(Figure16)
presents
two buttons only, but
does
readily
link
across to information
provided by either
the port company or
the Harbour Master’s
office.
However
stakeholder feedback
Figure 16 : Picton Harbour Information Portal
over the site’s utility
was at somewhat non-committal, so the use of the website was investigated
further by reviewers.
The “Harbourmaster” link opens up the Council website in the harbours
area, and information is clear and relatively easy to find from the left hand
menus. Similarly port company information for pilotage or commercial
information is easy to find.
Online forms have been introduced on the Harbourmaster link (Figure 17)
for both recreational users and or commercial vessel interests to use. For
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commercial users, access is provided to vessel requirements information and
to provide vessel details as reasonably required by the Harbour Master.
Recreational uses have options for feedback, reporting of Aids to Navigation
Defects12, and incident reporting. Importantly, the forms can be directly
filled in online, a feature that dramatically improves the user friendliness of
the site.
Overall, these changes
should
provide
a
positive improvement to
contribute overall to
safety
of
navigation
within the harbour by
facilitating
contact
between the Harbour
Office and users. There
are areas that have
been noted that could
provide
further
improvement.

Figure 17 : Forms Access is Simple

6.10.2 Website Portal Recommendations

1. Firstly, the Portal is clearly stating that it is aimed at the large
commercial vessel user:- “If your ship is planning to transit Queen
Charlotte Sound or Tory Channel and berth at the ports of Picton or
Shakespeare Bay you can find useful information by following the links
below”. If the portal is going to gain local commercial user support, its
initial message needs to reflect this.
2. Given recreational user feedback from Havelock, site development needs
to consider easier access of the recreational user.
3. The portal is a webpage with little on it other than the two buttons,
Pilotage and Harbour Master. It would be possible to add to the design
and provide a list of summary words with links directly to the relevant
part of the parent website.
4. It appears to reviewers that Council IT should monitor the number of hits
on the portal to provide some factual feedback about its use. Such
analysis will assist with further development

12

Defects to “Aids to Navigation” are wrongly referenced as “Nav Aids” on the online form. Nav Aids are
carried by vessels.
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TRAFFIC MONITORING
There is a requirement in SOLAS Chapter V for traffic risk to be managed by
Vessel Transiting Services (VTS) type systems. This particularly affects ports
and harbours. IALA13 has laid out guidelines that are regularly updated and
international adoption is almost universal; introduction is based on risk.
VTS equipment has been introduced into a number of New Zealand
harbours. The implementation of equipment with capability for traffic
monitoring has already occurred in Marlborough Sounds. However without
national VTS guidelines, which MNZ has to develop, there is as yet no
framework for training of personnel to be able to use and interpret a traffic
image, as well as assist vessels, as appropriate.
However, this does not absolve a Harbour Authority of liability if it elects not
to introduce accepted systems that are both mandatory under SOLAS14 and
widely in use. The system that Council has developed has proven its
usefulness in both understanding why incidents have occurred, and for
evaluation of potential risk to traffic arising from development proposals
requiring resource consent. The coverage that has gradually been achieved
by AIS reception is commendable, approaching 100%.
However there is not as yet any training of personnel to deliver a traffic
interface, nor consensus of where the role should be delivered. Maritime
Safety is clearly a duty of the Harbour Authority, but national guidelines are
needed to interpret the SOLAS requirement for New Zealand.
Like many other ports in New Zealand, Marlborough Sounds is experiencing
a dramatic rise in the number of visiting passenger cruise vessels.
There is also the Admiralty Bay rig offload operations to consider. Rig
offloads are growing in number and involve deep draught vessels transits.
The ballasting and de-ballasting operation is specialised and risk of capsize
is real unless the operations are carefully managed. Mistakes were made
with pilotage during the last offload due to problems of communication;
exactly what the traffic interface is there to provide.
Pelorus Sound has become a pilotage district in the Sounds, which will
facilitate access to this area by Cruise vessels.
In summary, the need for an effective traffic interface in Marlborough
Sounds remains.

13

IALA= International Association of Lighthouse Authorities
SOLAS = The Safety of Life At Sea Convention sets international standards of maritime safety affecting
all aspects of ship and navigational safety.
14
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6.11.1 Gap Analysis – Traffic Interface
6.11.1.1 Declaration of LPS

There is a proven harbour liability if a vessel doesn’t receive, but is expecting
to be provided with services that it would reasonably expect in any harbour.
The liability would be realised if an event occurred where the services
expected could have played a role in prevention or mitigation. This is a
problem of traffic management and as the harbour begins to enjoy visits by
large cruise liners, the need to develop further will appear.
The new risk control option is to make it clear to transiting vessels about the
level of vessel traffic management services being provided. The harbour has
always provided a traffic interface, but the level of service that it should
provide is described by the IALA VTS manual.
The IALA World VTS manual provides for different levels of what it calls VTS.
However the 2008 manual introduced a non-VTS level, described as “Local
Port Services”. This essentially makes a declaration to shipping that there is
no VTS service provided.
The Harbour Authority declares that none of the recognised VTS services are
available, but that the local port provides a VHF radio monitoring for vessels
visiting a terminal or for pilotage.
It is recommended that advantage is taken of this IALA VTS status, and that
an LPS service is declared, in the World Ports VTS Guide, carried by SOLAS
vessels. This will isolate the risk of liability faced by any entity in the
harbour in the event of a casualty.
This does not affect the need to develop further traffic management
capability as the harbour traffic levels increase.
The need to maintain an overview of traffic patterns over the next few years
remains, which may require a more direct role in traffic interface from the
Harbour office – optionally, this may be limited to the cruise season (30
ships expected in the 2014/15 season). Recognising that cruise vessels
arrive on mornings and depart in evenings, may mean a manning of the
system in the Harbour office from, say, 0500-1700.
6.11.2 Channel 19

It is important to record risk control measures that are working well. Radio
communication is vital to all vessels of any size. However its effect in risk
mitigation is difficult to measure. In an incident, a clear channel for marine
traffic is definitely of benefit. Channel 16, the normal call up public channel
cannot be received throughout the Sounds.
Following the 2005 risk
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assessment, Channel 1915, was designated as a marine safety channel and
coverage was upgraded throughout the Sounds, by the installation of a
repeater at Kahikatea.
Vessels transiting Tory Channel entrance make their presence known to
other vessels on this channel. Commercial stakeholder feedback reflected
that channel 19 had developed a strong level of support, as maritime safety
was delivered on a clear and uncluttered channel, which can be received in
the outer reaches of the Sounds. Fishing stakeholders were most likely to be
operating in the outer Sounds and this is the only channel which reportedly
reaches them in some areas.
Passive listening on a Queen Charlotte passage facilitates knowledge of
where transiting ferries will be met, and ferries leaving the berth or arriving
in Picton also make users aware on this channel.
It is important that the value of Channel 19 is recorded out of this risk
review and its status as a dedicated maritime safety channel should be
further promulgated.
6.11.3 Extended Monitoring – Use of Cameras

The harbour monitoring system is presently delivering data taken from AIS
receivers. The use of radar technology would assist in the provision of a
complete traffic image. However this would not necessarily help in the
identification of small craft. There is a problem of identification following a
report from a user about navigational behaviour of another user. User
behaviours can be influenced considerably with follow up action, which
should only be enforcement related as a last resort16.
Camera technology has advanced significantly in recent years and provides
good resolution and is also reliable. It is used in a number of New Zealand
harbours already, including Wellington. It is recommended that the cost of
this be explored for the busy areas of Queen Charlotte Sound as well as for
optional use at Admiralty Bay, the limitation being appropriate power
supplies.
6.11.4 RoRo Ferry Harbour Master Interface.

The option for ongoing liaison between the harbour office and RoRo ferry
bridge teams was discussed with the Harbour Master and his Deputy.
Periodic trips with bridge teams were being considered to assist with an
15

Experience has shown that Channel 19 frequency promulgates through the undulating topography of
Marlborough Sounds better than the frequency of Channel 16.
16
This is a view of Authors from experience of other harbours. Over-zealous enforcement action can
provide resentment of the Harbour Authority function that compromises the overall objective to improve
maritime safety for all users.
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improvement of harbour awareness as well as common issues of risk faced
by both the harbour regulator and transiting bridge teams. Reviewers
recommend that this be taken forward and implemented in 2014.
6.12

OTHER STAKEHOLDER INPUTS

6.12.1 Anchorages

The Harbour Office reference the need to consider a further anchorage
behind Allports Island17. This is an operational issue, but there appears to
be room to facilitate this. Authors recommend that an anchorage is
designated and marked on the chart if intended for regular use. Any
limitations of holding in certain weather conditions should be made clear.
The anchorage should also be a safe distance away from bottom hazards,
such as power or data cabling.
There is an informal anchorage in the Northern Entrance area, which can be
used by an inbound vessel for up to 12 hours in suitable weather conditions
while awaiting a pilot. Its use is granted after approval by the harbour office,
taking into account the weather forecast.


17

It is recommended that the availability and restricted use of this
anchorage is promulgated in the New Zealand Pilot publication.

No.1 Anchorage already exists off The Wedge.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. This work reviewed risk control in a number of different areas, in part
driven by stakeholder feedback. As such the work is not a full review of
the harbour risk assessment.
2. Tory Channel entrance risk remains at the top of the risk profile and as
such still needs appropriate attention. However there is evidence of risk
control in place across the Harbour Master Group and both the Cook
Strait the RoRo ferry operators. AIS has further allowed tugs and tows to
be visible to passenger vessels, which also carry AIS transponders and
electronic charting.
3. The highest risks identified in Marlborough Sounds Harbour are slowly
decaying, but this does not mean that further work should be delayed if it
can provide risk benefit to the highest risks of the harbour.
4. Applying risk reduction to this comparative risk assessment has naturally
caused other hazards to rise in the risk ranking (Annex C). This does not
mean that risk levels have changed, it means that the prioritisation for
attention may have changed, which will occur as the key risks become
more effectively managed by maturing systems.
5. The risk of Grounding has been recognised at Havelock before this review
of risk control commenced. Changes to channel markers disposition have
been made which doubtless improve channel readability. However,
education by patrol craft presence will be required and the stakeholder
feedback should be acted upon, which is already in hand.
6. Other risk management initiatives at Havelock are already proving
beneficial, but tidal height output data, as planned, should be
progressed.
7. Risk Control Options are presented in the text of this document. These
need to be systematically assessed by the Harbour Master Group and
taken forward or discarded and a list of what is to be implemented
generated.
Assessment of risk reduction effectiveness will then be
required. In some cases this should be part of the cost effectiveness
assessment.
8. The SMS of the harbour will need to be updated accordingly.
9. Future risk reviews are recommended to be Accident Category based, to
cover risk of the same type, e.g. Collision, and involve hazard review
meetings to which informed expertise is invited.
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ANNEX A
STAKEHOLDER MEETINGS
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Date
April/ May 2013

Location
RoRo Ferries tripping

Representation
Transiting Bridge Teams
Pilotage Stakeholders.
Pilot boat crew.

12th June 2013

Pelorus Boating Club Recreational Users (Havelock)
Havelock
Commercial users
Mussel barge operators
Water taxi Operators

3rd July 2013

Waikawa Boating Club

Fishing Stakeholders
Water taxi Stakeholders
Maritime radio
Recreational Users
Vessel Brokerage
Salmon Farming Stakeholders
Mussel Barge Operators

8th August 2013

Waikawa Boating Club

Fishing Stakeholders
Tory Entrance Channel users

26th August 2013

Picton

Individual
Interviews.
Kayaking and
Operations

Stakeholder
Float

Plane

Diving Operations
26th August 2013

Harbour Office
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ANNEX B
RISK CRITERIA USED FOR THE ASSESSMENT
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The risk assessment criteria used for this risk assessment is as follows:

Category

Description
(AS/NZS
4360)

F1

Frequent

F2

Likely

F3

Possible

F4

Unlikely

F5

Definition

Operational
Interpretation

An event occurring in the
range once a week to once an
operating year.
An event occurring in the
range once a year to once
every 10 operating years.
An event occurring in the
range once every 10 operating
years
to
once
in
100
operating years.
An event occurring in the
range less than once in 100
operating years.
Considered to occur less than
once in 1000 operating years
(e.g. it may have occurred at a
similar port or harbour
elsewhere in the world).

Rare

yearly
1 - 9 years
10 – 99 years

100 – 999 years
>1000 years

Frequency Matrix Scales Used to Score This Risk Assessment

C4

5

6

7

8

10

C3

4

5

6

7

9

C2

3

3

4

6

8

C1

1

2

2

3

6

C0

0

0

0

0

0

Frequenc
y

F5

F4

F3

F2

F1

C
o
n
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e

Risk Matrix Used to Score This Risk Assessment
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People

C0

C1

Insignificant
Possible very minor
injury (e.g. bruise).

Minor
Single slight injury.

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Property

Environment

Harbour
Stakeholders

Insignificant

Insignificant
Negligible environmental impact.
Tier 1 may be declared but criteria
not necessarily met.

Insignificant

(NZ$0-10,000).
Minor

(NZ$0-10,000).
Minor
Tier 1 to Tier 2 criteria reached.
(small operational spill).

(NZ$0-10,000).
Minor
Bad local publicity or shortterm loss of revenue, etc.

(NZ$10K-100K).
Moderate

(NZ$10K-100K).
Moderate
Tier 2 Spill criteria Reached,
capable of being limited to
immediate area within harbour or
port zone.

(NZ$100K-1M).
Major

(NZ$100K-1M).
Major
Lower Tier 3 criteria reached, with
pollution outside harbour or port
zone expected. Chemical spillage
or small gas release.
Potential loss of environmental
amenity.

(NZ$1M-10M).
Catastrophic

(NZ$1M-10M).
Catastrophic
Tier 3 criteria oil spill reached with
support from international clean
up funds.
Widespread beach
contamination
or
serious
chemical\gas release. Significant
threat to environmental amenity.
(NZ$10M+).

(NZ$10K-100K).
C2

Moderate
multiple minor or single
major injury.

C3

Major
Multiple major injuries or
single fatality.

C4

Catastrophic
Multiple fatalities.

(NZ$10M+).

Moderate
Bad widespread publicity,
temporary
navigation
closure
or
prolonged
restriction of navigation
(NZ$100K-1M).
Major
National Publicity
Harbour faces temporary
closure of a navigation
channel
affecting
movements to a port or
ports for several days.
Ensuing loss of trade.
(NZ$1M-10M).
Catastrophic
International
media
publicity.
Port closes, navigation
seriously disrupted for an
extended period. Serious
and long term loss of trade.
(NZ$10M+).

Consequence Matrix Used to Score This Risk Assessment
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ANNEX C
RANKED HAZARD LIST
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Fishing vessel
grounds within
Controlled
Navigation
Zone or in
Channel.

Ferry
and
leisure craft in
developing
collision
Ferry
and situation in key
leisure craft areas of ferry
in
conflict route,
generally
excluding Tory
Channel and
Approaches;
Picton
Harbour.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Risk Overall

Property

The probability of collision between a
Leisure
vessel
leisure craft and ferry in the Sounds is
attempting to cross
likely to be low except in periods of
track of ferry is in
0 0 6 0 4 0 7 4 6.16 restricted visibility, or by night if leisure
collision and sinks
craft are inadequately lit. Picton Harbour
with potential for
and Tory Channel are dealt with by
separate hazards.
multiple fatalities.

Environment

Serious
closequarters situation
but
collision
averted by actions
of bridge team and
leisure
craft
skipper.
Leisure
craft heels and
rolls heavily from
sudden deviation
to
recover
situation.

Stakeholders
People

General
Public, Vessel
Owners, Ships
Master / Crew,
Leisure users,
Regional
Council

Lack of local knowledge by leisure
craft (ferry routes and navigational
requirements). Leisure craft fails to
comply with Harbour Bylaws and
Collision Regulations, navigates by
'Point to Point' method based on
headlands.
Improper lookout on
either vessel. Poor positional or
spatial awareness on either vessel
or craft. Sudden mechanical failure
on either vessel or craft while
navigating in close proximity to other
vessels. Yacht under sail in light
winds. Small craft operating in
restricted visibility without radar or
navigating at speed by GPS. Small
craft not detected by ferry radar in
restricted visibility or by night
(inadequately lit).

People

Averted grounding
or fishing vessel
aground for a short
period
and
refloats. Loss of
fish
stored
on
deck.

Vessel grounds on
one of the rocks in
Tory
Channel
Entrance. Loss of up
to 20 tonnes of
diesel. Vessel drifts 6 0 0 6 6 0 7 7 6.2
off rock and drifts
into deeper water,
loses stability and
sinks. Potential for a
fatality.

Worst Credible (WC)

Property

Environmental
Interests,
Vessel
Owners,
Fishing Users,
Ships Master /
Crew, General
Public, Leisure
users

Vessel loses steerage through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Influence of tidal current pushes
fishing vessel or craft onto
Arrowsmith point. Poor positional
awareness, lack of local knowledge
of tidal stream characteristics.
Fishing vessel runs out of sea room
during manoeuvres to avoid another
vessel. Steerage lost in heavy
weather and/or strong rate of tidal
flow. Propulsion fouled on cray pot
line. Fatigue. Sea Conditions too
severe for safe transit of Tory
Channel entrance.

Most Likely (ML)

Environment

Possible Causes

Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

Affected
Stakeholders

Fishing
Vessel
Grounds
in
any part Tory
Channel

Hazard
Detail

Fishing Vessel

Accident Category

Grounding

Tory Channel & Approaches

Hazard
Title

RoRo

18
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Collision

2

12

Affected
Areas

Central Queen Charlotte Sound Outer Queen Charlotte
Sound Picton Harbour - Shakespeare Bay

1

Hazard Ref.

Rank
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Remarks

No current navigational control of vessels
under
500GT
transiting
Controlled
Navigation Zone. Fishing vessel has been
lost and not found after Grounding on
Rocks in calm conditions at Tory Channel
entrance. Fishing vessel came off the
rocks and the vessel sank, but was never
located.
There have been several
incidents of Fishing Vessel Groundings, a
number of which have occurred at
Arrowsmith Point. Two have sunk, but to
date no one has been killed on commercial
fishing vessels. Number of groundings
were occurring annually; record thought to
be improving. 2009 review determined
factually that the "most likely" grounding
outcomes are occurring annually. There
were 4 reported events of FV Groundings
in Tory Channel in four years. These were
all events where FV was refloated.

Page C1 of C30

Recreational
craft engaged
in fishing loses
hull integrity in
area providing
wind over tide
conditions.

Recreational
craft ingress

Leisure craft in
grounding
situation in the
Sounds
overall,
this
being
more
likely
in
a
narrow
passage with
Leisure craft strong
tidal
grounds
in flow.
French
Sounds
Pass,
Stephens
passage, Cape
Jackson,
Greville
Harbour
are
mentioned, but
hazard relates
to Sounds area
generally.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Vessel overloaded with occupants
resulting in inadequate freeboard
and stability for prevailing sea
conditions and weight distribution of
crew. Lack of local knowledge
regarding
weather
and
sea
conditions. Power driven vessels
failing to comply with Harbour
Regulations
(50m/5knot
rule)
Fishing Users, creating steep wash close to fishing
Recreational craft
Regional
vessel. Lack of general seafaring
suffers controllable
Council,
knowledge
including
poor
water ingress.
Leisure users appreciation of effect of passing
vessels wash on stability of vessel.
Occupants of vessel or person in
charge under influence of excess
alcohol,
impairing
judgement.
Fishing gear of recreational vessel
or anchor fouled on bottom, capsize
moment on attempted retrieval. Sea
conditions unsuitable for transit
((area of rip in wind over tide).

Craft
loses
steerage
through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Sailing vessel becalmed in light airs
loses steerage. Tidal influence
greater
than
vessels
forward
Regional
momentum.
Failure to monitor
Council, Leisure position. Lack of local knowledge.
users
Craft runs out of sea room through
manoeuvre to avoid another vessel.
Incorrect
tide
calculation
or
extraction
from
tide
tables.
Excessive speed within the 200m
zone.

Craft
lightly
grounds in calm
weather,
occupants able to
abandon safely or
refloat.
Hole
punched in hull,
but
temporary
repair possible and
bilge pumps able
to cope.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Most Likely (ML)

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Leisure

Accident Category

Hazard
Detail

Consequence Descriptions

Leisure

Croisilles Harbour Outer Sounds - Coastal Tory Channel &
Approaches Outer Pelorus Sound Admiralty Bay Central Pelorus
Sound Port Underwood Outer Queen Charlotte Sound Central
Queen Charlotte Sound Pelorus Sound - Kenepuru

Hazard
Title

Foundering

76
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Grounding

4

40

Affected
Areas

D'Urville Island - West Admiralty Bay Port Underwood French
Pass & Current Basin Central Pelorus Sound Pelorus Sound Havelock & Approaches Picton Harbour – East Croisilles
Harbour Picton Harbour - Shakespeare Bay Pelorus Sound –
Kenepuru Outer Queen Charlotte Sound Queen Charlotte
Sound - Grove Arm Outer Pelorus Sound Outer Sounds Coastal Central Queen Charlotte Sound

3

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

There are a large number of areas in the
Recreational
craft
Sounds and outer coastal areas that are
with low freeboard in
susceptible to tidal rips and hazardous
a damaged condition
wind over tide conditions. Risk varies with
rolls heavily heavy
the state of tide and weather direction.
6 0 6 6 4 0 7 4 6.07 2009 review. The Cod fishing ban in the
seas in outer area of
Sounds has resulted in a significant
the Sounds. Water
increase in small fishing craft (recreations)
ingress and loss.
transiting Tory Channel entrance and
Potential for fatality.
fishing in the surrounding area.

Several narrow passages with strong tidal
Low powered craft
flows exist within Marlborough Harbour
attempting transit of
Limits for which local knowledge is
narrow passage or
required. Uncharted rocks are reported by
Fishing
stakeholders
at
Stephens
other remote area
Passage, but between Saddle Rocks and
strikes
rock
in
Stephen's Island, where navigation should
adverse
weather. 0 0 6 6 3 0 7 6 5.96 not be undertaken in any event (Charts
Craft holed runs on
report area last surveyed in 1989).
Greville Harbour has a number of minor
and is lost rapidly
groundings, but it is remote. 2009 review,
with persons in water
22 Leisure Craft Grounding records had
in isolated area,
occurred in 4 years and around 3-4 per
potential for fatalities.
month in summer months.
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Vessels of any
type
approaching or
departing
Picton Harbour
in developing
in collision
situation.
in Scenario
is
affected by one
or other vessel
in process of
manoeuvring.
Hazard
scenario can
include leisure
craft.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Worst Credible (WC)

Property

Regional
Council,
Fishing Users,
Vessel
Owners,
Leisure users,
Pilots,
Ships
Master / Crew,
Environmental
Interests, Tug
Owners,
General Public

By night, back scatter of shore lights
obscuring lights of vessels under
way. Vessels fail to detect one
another in restricted visibility. Failure
of either vessel to comply with
Harbour Bylaws and Collision
Regulations. Either vessel unaware
of approach of other prior to
rounding Picton Point. Failure of
either vessel to report departure or
arrival to Picton Harbour Radio. Lack
of Harbour movement management.
Poor positional or spatial awareness
on either vessel. Urgent medical
condition affecting skipper of a craft.
Presence of other vessels limits sea
room available to manoeuvre to
avoid collision.

Most Likely (ML)

Environment

Possible Causes

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Consequence Descriptions

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessels
collision
situation
Picton
Harbour

Hazard
Detail

All

Accident Category

Collision

Picton Harbour - East

Hazard
Title

Remarks

Close
quarters
situation
but
collision averted or
possibility of minor
scrape.

Ferry in collision with
other
passenger
vessel on rounding
Mabel Island rule by night for ships over
Picton Point. Worst
500gt. It is possible for ships rounding
Credible is based on
Picton Point to sight one another with little
involvement of a
time available to manoeuvre to avoid a
close quarters situation. Although unlikely,
water taxi.
One
vessel could also be entering Picton
vessel loses hull
harbour on the on the opposite side to
integrity and sinks 0 0 6 6 6 0 7 7 5.95 convention (i.e. does not keep to
with
persons
in
starboard). Picton point tends to be used
water/trapped in hull,
as a reporting point for inbound vessels.
Other vessels (e.g. outbound) can be
potential for multiple
reliant on information from Picton Harbour
fatalities. Discharge
Radio (or AIS) about the presence of
of bunker fuel into
another vessel approaching this point.
surrounding sea area
(up to 10 cubic
metres).

Vessel runs over
marine
farm
mooring lines but
does
not
foul
propeller, no or
minor damage to
either vessel or
marine farm.

Leisure vessel runs
with a marine farm structure with a similar
over marine farm
worst credible outcome. Diesel outdrives
and outboard motors have been severely
mooring lines while
damaged by contact with marine farm
navigating at high
ropes. Compliance checks have been
speed.
Propeller
difficult to achieve and process with
fouled
and
present resources of harbour regulatory
propulsion unit pulled
system.
Reports of problems exist.
3 0 0 6 6 0 7 6 5.81 Lighting of marine farms is reported to now
off transom resulting
be improving. 2009 review. Marine Farm
in
loss
of
hull
lighting have now got approved lighting
integrity;
possible
plans and resource consents in place.
loss of vessel or
Monitoring of compliance with new lighting
plans. Six incidents reported in four years,
craft.
People in
including a marine farm mooring failure
water with potential
and closure of Tory Channel. WC event
fatality.
has occurred. Risk scoring remains.

A vessel could also be holed in contact

Small vessel,
leisure
or
Small vessel
commercial in
or
craft
in
contact
with
contact
with
marine
farm
marine farm
while
navigating.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Leisure

73

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Contact Navigation

6

9

Affected
Areas

D'Urville Island - West Port Underwood
Picton Harbour - Shakespeare Bay Tory
Channel & Approaches Outer Pelorus
Sound Outer Queen Charlotte Sound Outer
Sounds - Coastal Central Pelorus Sound
Pelorus Sound - Kenepuru Central Queen
Charlotte Sound French Pass & Current
Basin Pelorus Sound - Havelock &
Approaches Croisilles Harbour Admiralty
Bay

5

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Poor lookout on vessel or craft.
Marine farm difficult to see with low
angle of sun reflecting on water.
Marine farm inadequately lit. Marine
Leisure users,
farm not detected by sight or radar in
Regional
poor visibility or vessel reliant on
Council, Vessel
GPS navigation. Loss of spatial
Owners
awareness at night. Broken lines.
Marine farm not moored in charted
position. Broken or stray lines in
heavy weather.
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83

Two ferries in
developing
Two Ferries in
collision
conflict at Tory
situation within
Channel
the Controlled
Entrance.
Navigation
Zone.

Personal injury
Injury
to
to recreational
recreational
divers
within
divers
the Sounds.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Two passenger carrying vessels
over 500GT transiting Tory Channel
sea entrance controlled Navigation
Zone at the same time. Failure of
either
or
both
vessels
to
transmit/receive 'All Ships' VHF call
prior to entering the Controlled
Navigation Zone. Poor BRM on
each vessel. Miscalculation of
timings
for
approach
VHF
transmission.
Mechanical
or
Environmental electronic system failure on either
Interests,
ferry. Ferry transiting pilotage waters
General Public, reliant on autohelm control satellite
Ships Master / navigation system (i.e. watchkeeper
Crew,
Vessel not continually interfacing with ships
Owners
heading and track at Tory Channel
entrance). Poor positional/spatial
awareness on either/both vessels.
Presence of another craft in close
proximity compromises ability of one
or both ferries to alter course.
Inappropriate sea conditions at Tory
Channel entrance affects entry track
and timing of inbound vessel.
Complacency
from
routine
experience of many Tory Channel
transits.
Divers have insufficient experience
for nature of attempted dive. Divers
operating in areas of strong tidal
flow. Lack of local knowledge. Divers
Leisure users,
injured by power driven craft failing
Regional
to comply with Harbour Regulations.
Council
Divers fail to display Flag A or flag is
of insufficient size. Inexperience or
lack of care on part of dive vessel
operator. Faulty diving equipment.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Hazard
Detail

RoRo

Accident Category

Collision

Tory Channel & Approaches

Hazard
Title

Leisure

8

1

Affected
Areas

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Outer Queen Charlotte
Sound D'Urville Island West Tory Channel &
Approaches Picton Harbour
- Shakespeare Bay Outer
Sounds - Coastal Port
Underwood Pelorus Sound Havelock & Approaches
Admiralty Bay Queen
Charlotte Sound - Grove
Arm French Pass & Current
Basin Outer Pelorus Sound
Picton Harbour - East
Cloudy Bay Pelorus Sound Kenepuru Central Pelorus
Sound Central Queen
Personal
SoundInjury
Charlotte
Croisilles
Harbour

7

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Averted collision or
glancing blow (side
contact
by
interaction)
between passing
vessels.

T-bone
collision.
One ferry rapid loss
of
stability
and
All ships approaching Tory Channel
sinking. One ferry
Controlled Navigation Zone must provide
suffers
glancing
10 mins VHF "All ships Call' and monitor
grounding on any of
other ships transmissions. Transmission
the
rocks
at 0 0 6 0 7 0 7 7 5.72 made on ch.16 and 19. Dieffenbach Point
is an area of special interest. Ferry on
entrance.
Ferry Collision is likely to be a reducing risk
Passengers in water
with the mitigation in place, but mitigation
in rough conditions
could be improved.
on ebb tide with
likelihood of multiple
fatalities.

Diver swept away
from dive boat by
current is picked
up from surface by
other vessel.

Diving in vicinity of
French Pass when
204 - There had been ten fatalities in the
strong tidal flow is
past 10 years and 21 in 20 years.
present results in
Commercial divers have not be involved in
multiple
fatalities. 0 0 9 0 0 0 6 0 5.69 reports of fatality incidents. 2009 review.
Alternatively
a
11 reported incidents and 3 fatalities have
number of incidents
occurred in four years.
of
single
diver
fatalities in a season.
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Leisure craft in
developing
Two
leisure collision
craft in conflict situation with
Sounds another leisure
generally.
craft in the
Sounds
generally.

Ferry off track
and likely to
ground within
Ferry
the
Tory
grounding at Channel
Tory Channel Controlled
Entrance
Navigation
Zone
or
approaches in
either direction.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Improper look out on either craft.
Failure to comply with Collision
Regulations and/or Harbour Bylaws.
Sudden mechanical failure while
navigating at high speed in close
proximity to other craft Inadequate or
improper navigation lights shown on
Leisure users, either
craft.
Navigation
lights
Vessel Owners obscured by deck working lights of
fishing vessel in close proximity
(night). Vessels meet on rounding a
headland.
Either vessel fails to
comply with Harbour and/or Collision
Regulations.
Lack
of
local
knowledge regarding patterns of
leisure use.

Ferry looses steerage through, loss
of power, mechanical or other
systems failure. Poor positional
awareness or failure to appreciate
affect
of
tidal
flow.
Ferry
manoeuvres to avoid collision with
Environmental
another vessel and runs out of sea
Interests,
room. Ferry loses steerage in heavy
Fishing Users,
weather and/or strong rate of tidal
General Public,
flow. Inexperienced Helmsman. Poor
Leisure users,
BRM (attention oversight) or training
Ships Master /
in integrated navigation equipment.
Crew,
Vessel
Sea conditions unsuitable for safe
Owners
Transit of Tory Channel entrance.
Inappropriate
reliance
on
technologically advanced electronic
navigation
systems.
Loss
of
interface between navigators and
control of vessel track.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Hazard
Detail

Leisure

Hazard
Title

RoRo

Collision

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

10 11

Tory Channel & Approaches

10

Affected
Areas

Picton Harbour - EastOuter Sounds CoastalOuter Queen Charlotte SoundPicton
Harbour - Shakespeare BayCroisilles
HarbourQueen Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmCentral Pelorus SoundPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesCloudy BayPelorus
Sound - KenepuruAdmiralty BayFrench Pass &
Current BasinD'Urville Island - WestPort
UnderwoodTory Channel & ApproachesOuter
Pelorus SoundCentral Queen Charlotte Sound

9

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Close
quarters
situation
or
collision causing
shock,
but
no
injuries.

Craft navigating at high speed close to
Two power driven
shore may have insufficient time to avoid
craft collide at high
collision upon meeting another vessel or
speed. One vessel
craft rounding a headland. Leisure with
takes on water and in
Leisure is most likely to occur in Queen
0 0 6 0 3 0 7 6 5.59 Charlotte Sound generally; Picton Harbour
danger of total loss.
Entrance;
Croisilles;
Keneperu
and
People in water.
Havelock and approaches. Lack of
Potential for one or
compliance with 200m and 50m 5 knot
more fatalities.
Bylaws has been reported.

Grounding averted
by recovery action
of bridge team or
rapid
propulsion
recovery.
Possibility
of
striking submerged
rock struck with
glancing
blow,
elderly passenger
caught off balance
and injury, but no
loss of bunkers.

Ferry grounds in
controlled navigation
zone.
Potential
breach of fuel tanks
and loss of up to 300
tonnes
of
intermediate fuel oil
and\or
Packaged
Dangerous Goods.
Rapid flooding, loss
of stability reserve, or
Tory channel entrance may be closed to
ferry
drifts
into
shipping in heavy weather. Ferries have
deeper
water.
suffered system failures and groundings
Potential for multiple
have occurred inside the entrance. 3 have
fatalities but realistic
occurred in last 50 years; last occurred just
outcome is ferry 0 0 6 3 7 6 7 7 5.48 over 10 years ago. Groundings have been
averted. 2009 review, three occurrences of
being
intentionally
power / propulsion failure are recorded in
run up the beach to
Tory Channel approaches. Worst Credible
mitigate loss of life.
Frequency reduced on evidence of
Propulsion failure at
improved systems.
seaward
side
of
entrance in Southerly
would
provide
scenario of vessel
driven
into
Wellington Bay. High
Cliff
and difficult
access for response,
although possibility
of anchoring close at
the 20m contour.
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Small
commercial
vessel
and
Commercial
leisure craft in
vessel
&
developing
leisure craft in
collision
conflict
situation
generally in the
sounds.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Ships Master /
Crew,
Environmental
Interests,
Vessel Owners

Ships Master /
Crew,
Fishing
Users, Vessel
Owners,
General Public,
Regional
Council

Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew, Leisure
users,
Tug
Owners

Vessel has inadequate buoyancy,
stability or hull strength for sea
conditions. Vessel loses steerage
through mechanical failure resulting
in water ingress. Hatchway or
hatchcover breaks open or is
inadequately
secured.
Sea
conditions unsuitable for transit of
Tory
Channel
entrance
or
approaches.
Both vessels attempting to use line
of the leads at the same time. 'All
Ships' 10 minute VHF call not
transmitted / received by either or
both vessels. Incorrect ETA for
entrance and lack of monitoring on
either vessel. Lack of local
knowledge on fishing vessel. Either
vessel loses steerage through gear
failure or state of sea and tide in
close proximity to other vessel.
Either vessel unaware of position of
other vessel prior to rounding
headland. Poor lookout on either
vessel. Fishing vessel fouls propeller
on cray pot line and drifts into path
of
ferry.
Fatigue
impairs
watchkeeping ability of fishing vessel
crew.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Fishing Vessel

Ferry
and
fishing vessel
in developing
collision
Ferry
in situation within
conflict
with the
Tory
fishing vessel Channel
Controlled
Navigation
Zone
and
approaches.

RoRo

Fishing vessel
founders
on
encountering
heavy weather
Fishing vessel
while transiting
founders
Tory Channel
Controlled
Navigation
Zone.

All

Accident Category

Hazard
Detail

Foundering

Hazard
Title

Collision

Tory Channel & Approaches

13 20

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

12 48

Outer Queen Charlotte Sound
Picton Harbour - Shakespeare
Bay Central Pelorus SoundPort
Underwood Peloru s Sound –
Kenepuru Pelorus Sound Havelock & Approaches Queen
Charlotte Sound - Grove Arm
French Pass & Current Basin
Picton Harbour – East Outer
Pelorus Sound Croisilles Harbour
Central Queen Charlotte Sound

11 35

Affected
Areas

Tory Channel & Approaches

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Vessel sinks at
entrance to Tory
Channel.
Evacuated
successfully
but
loss of life could be
expected in heavy
weather.

Fishing vessel sinks
at entrance to Tory
If foundering occurs in heavy weather then
the possibility of crew making shore is
Channel in heavy
remote.
2009 Review.
Risk scoring
weather with strong
4 0 4 6 3 0 6 5 5.45 remained unchanged as hazard event has
SE going tide, loss of
occurred in last 10 years.. Recognition is
vessel (disappears
made to the personnel improvements
made to NZ fisheries operations.
without trace) with all
hands.

Extreme
close
quarters situation
but collision either
averted or situation
results in glancing
blow.

Fishing vessels <500GT may transit the
Controlled Navigation Zone at the same
time as other vessels. Non local fishing
vessels may use Picton as a base during
Hoki season. Picton harbour radio has a
role in monitoring and disseminating
information about vessels approaching
Tory Channel entrance. On 2009 review,
reporting at Tory Channel entrance
reported to be improved, but still those who
do not, especially the 15 mins call for a
slow vessel.

Poor lookout. By night, inadequate
or inappropriate lights shown. Lack
of local knowledge regarding traffic
patterns.
Lack of knowledge of
Close
quarters
Harbour and Collision Regulations.
situation
but
Lack of positional or spatial
collision averted.
awareness on either vessel. Loss of
steerage on one vessel due to
sudden mechanical or other systems
failure. Reduced Visibility.

Ferry in collision with
fishing
vessel in
controlled navigation
0 0 6 0 4 0 7 6 5.42
zone. Fishing vessel
capsizes
with
fatalities (up to 5).

Leisure vessel run
Lack of obvious compliance with Collision
down
by
larger
Regulations by leisure vessels is reported
commercial vessel.
by commercial operators. Unlit craft
leisure vessel rapidly 0 0 0 0 6 0 7 6 5.37 navigating have been reported in proximity
loses stability and
to areas where other craft normally
navigate.
sinks with potential
fatalities.
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Leisure Craft
or
Mussel
Barge
Grounds
at
Havelock

Leisure vessel
in
grounding
situation
at
Havelock and
approaches.

Kayak
and
power driven
Kayak
in
craft
in
conflict
with
developing
leisure craft
collision
situation.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Craft or mussel barge loses
steerage through mechanical or
other
systems
failure.
Tidal
influence. Failure to monitor position.
Lack of local knowledge. Incorrect
Leisure users,
tide calculation or inability to
Mussel Farm or
determine tidal height (incorrect
Mussel
Barge
application of tidal correction Interests,
secondary port). Storm aftermath
Regional
results in logs and other debris in
Council
channel. Fog or restricted visibility.
Excessive speed in the Havelock
channel or Cullen Point area.
Mooring failure in remote area (high
winds).

Craft grounds in
sheltered waters,
occupants able to
abandon or refloat
on change of tide.
Alternatively
stranding for one
tide.

Leisure users,
Power driven craft navigating at
Vessel Owners,
speed over 5 knots within 50m of Close
Tug
Owners,
other vessels or 200m of shore. Low situation
Regional
visibility of kayak and poor look out averted.
Council, Ships
on either craft.
Master / Crew

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Hazard
Detail

Mussel Barge

Hazard
Title

Kayak

Grounding

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

15 39

Pelorus Sound - Havelock & Approaches

14 87

Affected
Areas

Pelorus Sound - Havelock &
ApproachesPelorus Sound KenepuruCroisilles HarbourPort
UnderwoodTory Channel &
ApproachesQueen Charlotte Sound
- Grove ArmOuter Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Pelorus SoundPicton
Harbour - EastFrench Pass &
Current BasinPicton Harbour Shakespeare Bay

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Powered
craft
approaching
Havelock
grounds
across
channel.
Channel closed for a
tidal cycle, craft liable
Havelock is an area of regular minor
to suffer structural
groundings, but it is soft mud and
damage or roll over.
outcomes are likely to be minor overall.
Craft
strikes
After a deluge, there is a lot of debris and
submerged log held
semi submerged logs in the Havelock
in soft mud, is holed,
Channel and its approaches. Logs become
stuck in underwater mud and are difficult to
floods and requires
find and remove. A number of incidents
salvage assistance
have occurred. Leisure craft category
to
recover. 0 6 6 0 3 7 3 6 5.34 includes small self drive day charters (15
Alternatively Mussel
foot - 4-5metres). Fog is a problem in the
area and small leisure craft rarely have
Barge suffers hull
radar fitted. 2009 review, 4 in four years
damage
and
is
and minor injury. Scoring of most likely
holed.
Temporary
case now reflecting data record. This is a
repair, but sliping
high frequency event, but minimal
required
for
consequences, possibly due to the muddy
nature of the bottom.
permanent
repair.
Barge stranded for
one tide across the
Havelock
channel.
Significant disruption
for
recreational
traffic.

Kayak run down by
quarters
power driven craft at
collision
0 0 6 0 0 0 7 0 5.29
speed. Potential for
fatalities.

Although reported to occur anywhere
within the Sounds, Kayak activity may
concentrate in specific patterns in some
areas, an example of this is Picton Harbour
entrance where Kayaks will cross to Mable
island. Conflict can arise where power
driven craft use these same areas for
transit or water-sports (e.g. Kayak
inadvertently enters water ski area).
Kayaks can be very difficult to spot in hazy,
overcast or drizzle type conditions. Kayaks
recommended to carry lights at night. WC
Hazard scoring is international reporting
due to the international nature of Kayak
hirers.
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Ferry
meets
Ferry/leisure leisure craft in
craft in conflict centre
of
in
Tory channel
on
Channel
rounding Clay,
(headlands)
Heaphy, or any
blind headland.

Ferry fails to
detect leisure
craft or vice
versa at night
Ferry/leisure at
Tory
craft in conflict Channel
in darkness
entrance
or
elsewhere on
the transit and
is involved in
collision.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Lack of local knowledge by leisure
craft (ferry routes and navigational
requirements). Leisure craft fails to
comply with Harbour Bylaws and
Collision Regulations, navigates by
'Point to Point' method based on
headlands. Improper lookout on
either vessel. Poor positional or
spatial awareness on either vessel
or craft. Sudden mechanical failure
Leisure users, on either vessel or craft while
Ships Master / navigating in close proximity to other
Crew,
Vessel vessels. Small vessel or craft
Owners
stemming tide at Tory Channel
Entrance causing collision risk by
being unable to transit controlled
navigation zone within reasonable
time (e.g. 25 mins). Yacht under sail
in light winds. Small craft operating
in restricted visibility without radar or
navigating at speed by GPS. Small
craft not detected by ferry radar in
restricted visibility or by night
(inadequately lit).
Fishing
vessel
working
lights
compromise night vision and ferry
fails to reduce speed. Radar on ferry
unable to detect small target at close
range (height of scanner or human
factor). Lack of positional or spatial
awareness (error in judgement).
General Public,
Leisure vessel fails to comply with
Ships Master /
Harbour Bylaws and Collision
Crew,
Vessel
Regulations.
Inadequate
or
Owners,
inappropriate navigation lights on
Environmental
leisure craft. Lack of experience of
Interests
leisure user. Small vessel or craft
stemming tide at Tory Channel
Entrance causing collision risk by
being unable to transit controlled
navigation zone within reasonable
time (e.g. 25 mins). Greater
likelihood of alcohol being involved.

Serious
closequarters situation
but
collision
averted by actions
of bridge team and
leisure
craft
skipper.
Leisure
craft heels and
rolls heavily from
sudden deviation
to
recover
situation.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

RoRo

Hazard
Detail

RoRo

Accident Category

Hazard
Title

Collision

17 4

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

16 3

Tory Channel & Approaches

Affected
Areas

Tory Channel & ApproachesCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour - East

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Leisure
vessel
attempting to cross
Many leisure vessels only monitor
'Marlborough Marine Radio' or are not
track of ferry is in
equipped with VHF radio and not
collision and sinks
necessarily aware of large vessel
with potential for
movements in this area. Ferry masters
multiple
fatalities.
have reported power craft standing on for
Ferry manoeuvres to
the ferry at high speed and turning away at
0 0 6 0 6 0 8 6 5.12 a late stage, sometimes turning into ferry
avoid collision and
wake. Queen Charlotte Sound; Picton
scenario escalates to
Harbour and Shakespeare Bay are
grounding.
covered by a separate hazard. Collision
Significant damage
Near Misses have been reported.
Grounding outcomes in Tory have
sustained to hull and
occurred in last 100 years.
propulsion, requiring
subsequent dry dock.

Close
quarters Leisure craft run over
situation
but resulting in potential 0 0 3 0 6 0 8 6 5.18
collision averted.
for multiple fatalities.

Ferry masters have reported occasional
problems with fishing vessel deck working
lights removing ability to see small craft at
night. Feedback from ferry masters
advised it is not uncommon to enter Tory
Channel and meet a leisure craft in the
middle of the channel. Reports of close
quarters situation at night at Tory channel
entrance have occurred.
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Leisure
craft
grounds
on
Leisure craft rocks
within
grounds
in the
Tory
Tory Channel Channel
or entrance
Controlled
Navigation
Zone.

Vessel
over
500
GT
in
grounding
situation
in
narrow
passage with
Vessel
over
strong
tidal
120m Length
flows. This is
Grounding in
possible
in
outer Sounds
French Pass,
area.
Stephen's
Passage and
off
Cape
Jackson and in
outer Sounds
area generally.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Navigating lights of either vessel not
detected against shore lights in
Ships Master /
background. Vessels fail to show
Crew,
Vessel
correct navigation lights. Vessels Close
quarters
Owners,
approaching Picton Harbour not situation
but
Regional
aware of recent departures (small collision averted.
Council, Leisure
craft fails to monitor VHF Ch.19 or
users
departing vessel fails to report
departure).
Vessel loses steerage through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Poor navigation or disorientation
(loss of spatial awareness) during
periods of restricted visibility. Vessel
unable to maintain steerage in heavy
Leisure users, swell and/or strong rate of tidal flow.
Vessel Owners Vessel runs out of sea room during
manoeuvres to avoid another vessel.
Vessel fouls propulsion or rudder on
cray pot line with subsequent loss of
control. Lack of local knowledge.
Sea Conditions too severe for safe
transit of Tory Channel entrance.

Vessel loses steerage through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Tidal influence greater than vessels
forward momentum. Loss of control
with strong following tide. Failure to
monitor position and poor BRM.
Lack of local knowledge. Vessel
runs out of sea room through
manoeuvre to avoid another vessel.
Incorrect tide calculation or local
correction from tide tables. Vessel
fails to comply with Harbour Bylaws
regarding maximum length or
tonnage permitted to transit area.

Environmental
Interests,
General Public,
Regional
Council, Ships
Master / Crew,
Vessel Owners

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Environment

Worst Credible (WC)

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Most Likely (ML)

RoRo

Ferry
and
leisure craft or
small
commercial
Ferry
in
vessel
in
conflict
with
developing
small
craft,
collision
Picton Hbr.
situation
on
approach
to
Picton Harbour
by night.

Possible Causes

Leisure

Hazard
Detail

Consequence Descriptions

All

Accident Category

Collision

Hazard
Title

Grounding

Tory Channel & Approaches

20 79

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

19 14

Outer Sounds – Coastal French Pass & Current Basin

18 37

Affected
Areas

Picton Harbour - East

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Ferry runs down
leisure
vessel,
providing
the
There is presently no harbour movement
potential for capsize.
0 0 6 0 3 0 7 3 5.07 management for small commercial craft
Possibility of at least
engaged in passenger service.
one fatalities, but
multiple
fatalities
possible.

Grounding on rock
reef, damage to
bottom. Potential
for fuel or diesel
spillage (up to
500lts). Pollution
unlikely from small
gasoline powered
craft. Small craft
affected by wash
of passing vessel.

Craft grounds and
spills some fuel into
surrounding
sea
area. A maximum of
500
litres
is
assumed. Craft loses 0 0 6 0 4 0 6 4
stability and can
capsize, drifts into
deeper water and
sinks. Potential for
fatalities.

Scenario of vessel
running aground in
strong tidal area
(.e.g. French Pass
or other similar
area.
Vessel
requiring
subsequent
dry
docking.

Scenario of cruise
ship grounding on
outlying/remote area
(e.g. Walker Rock
area)
and
subsequently
lost.
3 0 0 6 7 0 4 7 4.85
Potential for loss of
life. Discharge of up
to 500 tonnes of
heavy
or
intermediate fuel oil
into local sea area.

5

Recreational craft and small fishing vessels
are reported to have grounded on Taranaki
Rock, on more than one occasion in 10
years. Other rocks in the area are Weke
Rick, or Rocks on East Head side. Cray
pots are set on either side of the channel at
the entrance to Tory Channel where small
recreational craft navigate. There has not
been loss of life to date. Gasoline driven
craft often fuelled by tote tanks. 2009
review: Transits of Tory Channel Entrance
have increased with Cod fishing ban.
within Sounds, with fishing occurring
outside the entrance.
2009 review, two
leisure craft grounding incidents reported,
one on Tory Entrance rocks and one wash
related grounding reportedly requiring
recovery by contractor assistance.
Following groundings, Bylaws prevent
vessels of above 500 GT from transiting
French Pass. Harbour Master policy is to
limit exemptions to this to a maximum of
6m draught. However, 120 metres of
length is considered a limit for exemption
on the basis that the width of French Pass
is 120 metres. The policy is facilitated by a
Bylaw requirement for such users to obtain
exemption from the Harbour Master for
French Pass transit. At time of the risk
assessment there was no means of
monitoring compliance other than by
voluntary reporting. Risk levels associated
with this are likely to be reducing due to
Bylaw requirements. Most likely case
occurred in last 9 years. Worst credible
case is a scenario similar to the large
passenger vessel loss at Cape Jackson. At
time of the risk assessment there was no
means of monitoring compliance other than
by voluntary reporting. 2009 review, AIS
monitoring coverage is in place at Bulwer
and in most parts of the Sounds, but blind
sectors remain in the French pass area.
Cruise vessel calls to the Sounds have
shown a significant increase in numbers.
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Fire in engine
room or food
preparation
space
of
Small vessel
passenger
Fire/explosion.
vessel, water
taxi or other
commercial
floating asset.

Vessel
over
500GT
in
contact
with
marine farm.

Pollution
fuel berth

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Vessel greater
than 500GT in
contact
with
marine
farm
while
navigating.

Pollution
occurs through
fuel spill at
at
small
commercial /
leisure vessel
fuel berth

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Remarks

Minor
fire
extinguished
by
crew or attending
assistant without
significant
damage.

Fire on large GRP
Small passenger vessels may operate
water taxi requires
some distance away from dedicated
immediate
search and rescue facilities resulting in
delay obtaining assistance. Passengers
evacuation
of
may be required to enter the water after
passengers.
0 0 0 6 2 0 6 6 4.96 evacuation. Use of Open Reversible Life
Alternatively a barge
rafts (winter water temp 12 Celsius). 2009
accommodation
in
review. There have been 6 fire events on
commercial vessels and barges recorded
remote
location
in years 2005 to 2008.
Frequency
suffers fire overnight
increased.
Potential for fatality.

Marine farm inadequately lit. Marine
General Public, farm out of charted position through
Ships Master / dragging moorings, not detected by
Crew,
Pilots, sight or radar on vessel. Vessel
Vessel Owners, navigating outside usual passage
Regional
plan in close proximity to marine
Council,
farms. Lack of positional awareness
Environmental or manoeuvre to avoid collision or
Interests
other danger. Vessel dragging
anchor.

Vessel runs over
marine
farm
resulting
in
significant damage
to the marine farm
installation,
vessel's propulsion
and steering not
affected.

Vessel of approx
Twin screw vessels such as ferries, and
500GT runs over
larger deep draught bulk carriers are likely
to cause significant damage to a marine
loose marine farm.
farm but are unlikely to become completely
Propeller
and/or
disabled themselves. A number of
rudder gear fouled
recommended vessel anchorages and safe
resulting in loss of
havens are located adjacent to marine
steerage.
Vessel
farm sites (recommended in New Zealand
0 0 0 6 6 0 2 6 4.96 Pilot). Modern cruise vessel podded
drifts and grounds on
propulsion systems are susceptible to
shoreline
holing
damage. 2009 review: One incident of
double bottom tanks.
marine farm mooring failure, resulting in
Fuel spillage (circa
the closure of Tory Channel recorded. WC
event has thus occurred after as predicted
100 tonnes estimate;
by original risk assessment.
Scoring
marine
diesel).
remained unchanged.
Drydock required.

Misuse or careless use of equipment
by operator. Re-fuelling vessel not
properly secured to wharf. Wash
from passing vessel parts lines/fuel
line or pulls delivery nozzle from
filling
point.
No
absorbent
mats/cofferdams in deck area
around filling point. Fuel pump
equipment
poorly
maintained.
Emergency shut off on pump not
clearly marked. Alternatively oil
discharged from pumped bilges. No
save-all's fitted to fuelling equipment.
Wilful act of vandalism.

Minor spill of less
than one litre.
Alternatively hose
parts
during
refuelling, up to
40litres lost

Vessel
left
Most fuel berths are unsupervised. There
unattended
while
are reports of a large number of small
refuelling,
nozzle
spills.
Fuel jetties are open and no
comes out of filling
6 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 4.83 savealls fitted. 2009 review 6 spillage
point and discharges
events reported in four years. Up 100litres
up to 500 litres of
per event, most smaller. Scoring remained
unchanged.
diesel into sea before
being detected.

Passenger

Hazard
Detail

Bulk Carrier

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

All

Contact Navigation

Fire\Explosion

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Pollution

23 72

French Pass & Current Basin Central
Pelorus Sound Picton Harbour – East
Central Queen Charlotte SoundPelorus
Sound - Havelock & Approaches Port
Underwood Outer Pelorus Sound

22 74

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundCloudy
BayTory Channel & ApproachesCentral
Pelorus SoundFrench Pass & Current
BasinOuter Sounds - CoastalCroisilles
Harbour Central Queen Charlotte Sound
Port Underwood Outer Pelorus
SoundPicton Harbour - Shakespeare Bay
D'Urville Island – West Admiralty Bay

21 44

Affected
Areas

Outer Pelorus Sound Outer Sounds –
Coastal Pelorus Sound – Kenepuru Cloudy
Bay Central Queen Charlotte Sound
Admiralty Bay Picton Harbour Shakespeare BayTory Channel &
Approaches Outer Queen Charlotte
SoundQueen Charlotte Sound - Grove Arm
D'Urville Island – West Pelorus Sound Havelock & Approaches French Pass &
Current Basin Central Pelorus SoundPort
Underwood Picton Harbour – East Croisilles
Harbour

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Build up of oily or combustible
General Public, material in engine room ignites.
Ships Master / Fracture of fuel line in engine room
Crew,
Vessel sprays fuel onto hot surfaces or
Owners,
provides explosive concentration of
Regional
fuel vapour.
Mechanical or
Council
alignment fault in machinery.
Electrical fault in galley equipment.

Regional
Council,
General Public,
Environmental
Interests,
Fishing Users,
Tug
Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew, Leisure
users,
Vessel
Owners
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Person
in
Swimmer
or
water run over
diver in path of
by
powered
a vessel.
vessel.

Small
Small
commercial
commercial
vessel grounds
vessel
within the Tory
grounds
in Channel
Tory Channel Controlled
or
Navigation
approaches. Zone, or within
Tory Channel.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Neither vessel aware of position of
other prior to rounding headland
(e.g..
Diffenbach
Point).
Ships Master / Misunderstanding of information
Crew,
Vessel passed by VHF radio by either ship.
Owners,
Poor positional or spatial awareness
General Public, on either vessel. Presence of other
Pilots
vessels limits sea room available to
manoeuvre to avoid collision. Depth
of water available limits sea room
available to manoeuvring room.
Vessel
not
aware
of
swimmers/divers operating more
than 200m from shore or structure
(Dive vessel not showing proper
flag). Vessel navigating at excessive
speed within 200m from shore or
structure. Vessel navigating at
excessive speed within 50m of a raft
or vessel from which people are
Leisure users,
swimming/diving.
Person
under
Pilots,
Vessel
influence of excessive alcohol
Owners, Ships
navigates
power-driven
craft
Master / Crew
recklessly in proximity to swimmers
or divers. Swimming in waterski or
Jet-Ski (PWC) designated area.
Divers or swimmers in wharf area.
Poor look-out. People (students)
jumping over side of berthing ferry.
Non use of deadmans shutdown for
outboard motor (fall overboard and
run over by own craft).
Vessel loses steerage through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Ships Master / Poor BRM (failure to monitor
Crew, General position). Vessel runs out of sea
Public, Vessel room during manoeuvres to avoid
Owners, Leisure another
vessel.
Vessel
loses
users,
steerage in heavy weather and/or
Environmental strong rate of tidal flow. Lack of local
Interests,
knowledge. Propulsion fouled on
Fishing Users
cray pot line and looses control. Sea
Conditions too severe for safe transit
of Tory Channel entrance.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

RoRo

Ferry and ship
>500GT
in
developing
Ferry and ship collision
over 500GT in situation while
conflict,
QC entering
or
central.
transiting
Central Queen
Charlotte
Sound.

All

Hazard
Detail

Small Commercial Vessel

Accident Category

Collision

26 13

Hazard
Title

Personal Injury

Central Queen Charlotte Sound

25 21

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

24 15

Tory Channel & Approaches

Affected
Areas

Central Queen Charlotte SoundOuter Queen Charlotte
SoundPelorus Sound - KenepuruCentral Pelorus
SoundAdmiralty BayOuter Pelorus SoundPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesPicton Harbour - Shakespeare
BayFrench Pass & Current BasinQueen Charlotte Sound Grove ArmCroisilles HarbourTory Channel & ApproachesOuter
Sounds - CoastalPicton Harbour - EastD'Urville Island WestPort Underwood

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Other ship T bones
ferry which suffers
rapid loss of stability
Ferries inbound to Picton have been in
and capsizes with
conflict with outbound log ships while ferry
Close
quarters multiple
fatalities.
is rounding Diffenbach Point. Potential for
situation
but Alternatively, Ferry is 0 0 0 0 6 0 6 6 4.81 bottle neck in vicinity of Allports Island with
in and out bound ships in conjunction with
collision averted.
striking vessel, floods
heavy concentrations of yachts and other
RoRo deck and loses
leisure craft at times.
stability, with similar
worst-credible
outcome.

Diver or swimmer
narrowly
missed Person in water run
0 0 6 0 0 0 6 0 4.78
by
powered over with fatality.
vessel.

Grounding on rock
reef, damage to
bottom. Potential
for diesel spillage
(up to 1000lts).
Diesel seeps out
until fuel removed.

Unlikely to involve larger vessels. Vessels
or craft often have swimmers or divers in
the water. Swimmers or persons in charge
of vessels may be under influence of
alcohol especially during summer period.
Event has occurred in sounds on at least
two previous occasions. 2009 review, 6
incidents in four years reported of people in
water where close quarters events
occurred.

Vessel
grounds,
This hazard has occurred at Tory Channel
backs off and then
entrance. Loss of life from grounding
sinks
in
deeper
event has as yet not occurred. Transits of
water. Loss of all
vessels in the order of 350 tonnes are
hydrocarbons
reported to occur in the order of 10 visits
onboard (up to 10 2 0 2 2 6 0 6 4 4.71 per year. 2009 review. Fishing vessel
charters transiting outside the Sounds
tonnes
Marine
have increased due to cod fishing ban in
Diesel).
Potential
the Sounds.
No small commercial
for
fatalities
in
incidents recorded for Tory Channel (2004conditions at Tory
2008).
Channel Entrance.
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A
small
commercial
craft and a
leisure
craft
are involved in
a developing
collision
situation within
an area of
confined
waters,
such
Commercial
as Cullen Point
and
leisure at
Havelock.
craft conflict in Scenario of a
narrows
powered
leisure
craft
travelling
at
speed striking
a marine farm
service vessel
clearing
Havelock
Channel.
T
Bone Collision
geometry
is
likely.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Environment

Worst Credible (WC)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Most Likely (ML)

Remarks

Rolling
causes
spillage
of
hot
Reports are made of vessels passing
cooking oil in galley
within 50m of other vessels at excessive
Discomfort
for of moored vessel
speed creating dangerous wash.
The
occupants
of with potential for
wash generated from large vessels
0 0 6 0 0 0 6 3 4.66 passing at a greater distance may also
moored/anchored severe injury. People
produce an adverse affect. 2009 review:
vessel.
attempting to fend off
five reports of incidents involving wash in
craft rafted alongside
four years.
suffer
moderate
crush injury.

Leisure

Fire\Explosion
during
refuelling
of
Fire\Explosion
small
at a fuel berth
commercial or
in Sounds
leisure vessel
alongside
a
fuel berth.

Possible Causes

Wash from passing vessel causes
heavy rolling of moored or anchored
Leisure users,
leisure vessel. Vessels passing too
Vessel Owners,
close at speed - breach of Harbour
Ships Master /
Bylaws. Fast Ferry in breach of
Crew
bylaws
by
way
of
medical
emergency.

Leisure

Personal injury
Wash injury to to occupants of
occupants of a moored or
leisure craft or anchored
small
leisure craft or
workboat.
small
workboat.

Fire\Explosion

Wash

Hazard
Detail

Collision

29 8

Pelorus Sound - Havelock & ApproachesFrench Pass & Current Basin

28 71

French Pass & Current
BasinOuter Pelorus
SoundPelorus Sound KenepuruPicton Harbour EastPelorus Sound - Havelock
& ApproachesCentral Queen
Charlotte SoundCentral Pelorus
Sound

27 25

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

Regional
Council, Leisure
users,
Ships
Master / Crew,
Tug
Owners,
Vessel Owners,
General Public

Person
smoking/causing
naked
flame within explosive concentration
of fuel vapour. Fuel spilled on hot
engine parts or other source of
ignition aboard re-fuelling vessel.
Electrical system not isolated prior to
refuelling. Build up of fuel vapour in
bilge undetected / not cleared prior
to restarting vessel engine. Fuel
spillage on berth is ignited.
Cellphone in use.

Explosive
concentration
of
fuel vapour not
reached, explosion
averted.

Explosion
aboard
vessel
re-fuelling
Most fuelling facilities are unsupervised.
with petrol destroys
6 0 0 0 4 0 6 4 4.63 2009 Review, one event in 2005-2009
vessel to waterline.
reflecting the W/C event.
Potential for loss of
life.

Small Commercial Vessel

Accident Category

Hazard Ref.

Affected
Areas

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Croisilles HarbourTory
Channel &
ApproachesCentral Queen
Charlotte SoundPelorus
Sound - Havelock &
ApproachesOuter Queen
Charlotte SoundFrench
Pass & Current BasinQueen
Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmCentral Pelorus
SoundPort UnderwoodOuter
Pelorus SoundPicton
Harbour - EastPelorus
Sound - Kenepuru

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Either or both craft fail to comply
with Harbour Bylaws and Collision
Regulations (rule 9, wrong side of
General Public,
the channel; regularly occurs). Lack
Leisure users,
Close
quarters
of
local knowledge regarding
Ships Master /
situation
but
patterns of traffic in the area.
Crew,
Vessel
collision averted.
Mechanical failure of either vessel
Owners
while navigating in close proximity to
other vessels. Leisure craft transiting
Cullen Point bend at high speed.

Larger
commercial
vessel struck in side
by powered leisure
Commercial operators have reported lack
of Collision Regulation compliance shown
craft, travelling at
by yachts and power driven craft. Cullen
speed.
Craft
point is blind and the channel exacerbates
seriously damaged, 0 6 6 0 2 0 6 4 4.5 this. 5 five knot speed limit is in place in the
occupants thrown out
area, but the tide can reach 5-7 knots (but
actual velocity may not have been
of craft, possibly onto
measured).
deck of large vessel serious injury or
fatality.
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Yacht engaged
in racing in
Racing yacht developing
and
vessel collision
over 500GT in situation with a
conflict
ferry or other
vessel
over
500GT.

Swamping
Capsize
Kayaks

Kayak Group
or one Kayak
or caught
in
of rapidly
changing
weather
conditions.

Charter cruiser Charter leisure
grounds
in craft grounds
restricted
at a narrow or
width area or tidally
high
current influenced area
area.
of the Sounds.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Ships Master /
Crew, Regional
Council, Leisure
users,
Vessel
Owners

Yacht impedes navigation of vessel
>500GT. Racing course regularly
crosses track of ferries. Individuals
in race ignoring vessel through
competitive intent. Misinterpretation
or disregard of Harbour Bylaws and
Collision Regulations. Centreboard
yacht capsizes in path of ferry. Yacht
becalmed in light airs in path of
larger vessel.

Racing
Yacht
disappears
from
vision under bow
of larger vessel or
a
full
astern
movement needed
to avoid serious
collision.

Distance too great for good shelter
location in weather conditions
experienced.
Kayaks
caught
unawares by sudden change in
Regional
weather
conditions
(organised
Council, Leisure event). Failure to take advice from
users
weather information sources prior to
setting out. Poor briefing by
companies hiring Kayaks. Lack of
contingency planning or harbour
notice for planning.

Capsize recovery
by Kayak group
working together.
Lone
Kayak
recovers
but
exhausted,
possibility
of
hypothermia.
Shelter
not
available
in
vicinity.

Vessel loses steerage through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Poor navigation or disorientation
(loss of spatial awareness) during
periods of restricted visibility. Vessel
Vessel Owners, fouls propulsion or rudder on cray
Leisure users
pot line with subsequent loss of
control. Lack of local knowledge or
appreciation of the dangers posed
by semi submerged or rocks close to
the surface within in Marlborough
Sounds.

Averted grounding
or aground for
short period and
refloat. Damage to
keel
and
propellers\rudders.
Possible
minor
seepage into hull.
Repair possible by
berthing alongside
jetty
and
grounding over low
tide.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Worst Credible (WC)

Property

Most Likely (ML)

Environment

Possible Causes

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

RoRo

Hazard
Detail

Kayak

Accident Category

Collision
Swamping

Central Queen Charlotte SoundPicton Harbour EastTory Channel & Approaches

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

Leisure

32 86

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

31 16

Pelorus Sound - Havelock & ApproachesPort
UnderwoodPelorus Sound - KenepuruOuter Sounds CoastalOuter Queen Charlotte SoundTory Channel &
ApproachesQueen Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmCentral Queen Charlotte SoundPicton Harbour EastAdmiralty BayCentral Pelorus SoundD'Urville
Island - WestOuter Pelorus SoundFrench Pass &
Current BasinCroisilles Harbour

30 60

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundOuter
Sounds - CoastalOuter Pelorus
SoundD'Urville Island - WestPelorus
Sound - KenepuruFrench Pass &
Current BasinAdmiralty BayCentral
Pelorus SoundPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesCentral
Queen Charlotte SoundCroisilles
Harbour

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Yacht is run down by
ferry, persons in
0 0 3 0 0 0 6 2 4.44
water with potential
for fatalities.

Remarks

2009 review suggests situation has
improved. Course Diagrams have been
introduced and these provided to Ferries
and Picton Harbour Radio. Race
organisers now report the course they are
using to Picton Harbour radio. Improved
dialogue between race organizers and
Picton Harbour and race organizers and
the ferries. Ferries now stopped being
used for tactical advantage as racers are
disqualified. 2009 review showed 3 reports
of close quarters with yachts in four years,
but no indication of racing at the time or
not. Risk levels appear to have receded
over the four years of review.
Ferry
masters unaware in a number of cases that
deviation around Allports island is an
option. A race does occur in Tory Channel
on an annual basis, but the risk is
assessed on the probability at Picton.

Capsize of large
Kayak Group with up
to 25 capsized and
people in water.
Different locations in Sounds better for
Strong winds create
shelter, dependent on wind direction.
spray and chop,
Kayaks are used in all parts of the Sounds,
making identification
even the outer areas. It is possible for a
of capsized Kayaks
kayak to round a headland experiencing a
difficult.
SAR
light southerly breeze and meet a strong
0 0 6 0 0 0 6 2 4.44 northerly gale on rounding the headland.
response needed as
Deployment random in nature. Spray
shelter not available.
impairs vision in heavy weather conditions.
Group forced onto a
2009 Review: A potential serious event
Lee Shore or unable
involving the capsize of 25 Kayaks
occurred in the last four years.
to get out of way of
ferry. SAR response
needed. Loss of life
and
cases
of
hypothermia.
Craft grounds and
Charter cruisers are surveyed to MSA
spills some diesel
standards and cannot pass through Tory
Entrance. Systems are in place to check
fuel
oil
into
the experience and competence of crew.
surrounding
sea
Often hirer is experienced vessel owner
area. A maximum of
from another location, so only area of
500
litres
is
weakness is local knowledge. There are a
assumed.
Craft 0 0 0 0 4 0 2 4 4.41 fleet of around 50 larger (28 foot upwards)
cruise vessels and motor cruisers available
grounds on falling
for 'professional' charter. About 15 motor
tide and rolls on side,
launches, rest yachts. Grounding have
flooding on flood tide.
been minor and sailing related. 2009
Running over a rock
review, three incidents in four years
recorded of charter craft grounding
and total loss of
scenarios. Scoring remained unchanged.
charter cruiser.
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Ferry contacts
Ferry involved berth
during
in
contact berthing
during
operations in
berthing
Picton Harbour
East.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Fishing vessel loses steerage
through
mechanical
or
other
systems failure. Tidal influence
greater
than
vessels
forward
momentum or moving with tide.
Fishing Users, Failure to monitor position. Lack of
Regional
local knowledge. Fatigue impairs
Council, Vessel judgement of watchkeepers. Craft
Owners
runs out of sea room through
manoeuvre to avoid another vessel.
Incorrect
tide
calculation
or
extraction\correction
from
tide
tables. Vessel strikes uncharted
underwater obstruction.

Tug
Owners,
General Public,
Ships Master /
Crew,
Vessel
Owners

Error in judgement by ship handler.
Mechanical or other systems failure.
Manoeuvre to avoid collision with
other vessel. Adverse environmental
effects during berthing (gust of wind,
50 to 60 knots of northerly or
southerly).

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Fishing vessel
in grounding
situation
in
area generally.

Fishing vessel
in
grounding
situation in the
Sounds,
excluding Tory
Channel, most
likely scenario
being in a tidal
passage with
strong
tidal
flow.
Candidates for
severe
outcome
are
French Pass,
Stephen's
Passage and
off
Cape
Jackson.
Hazard
is
related
to
Sounds
in
general,
but
excludes
the
records
of
groundings in
Tory Channel.

Vessel Types

Hazard
Detail

Fishing Vessel

Hazard
Title

RoRo

Grounding

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Contact Berthing

34 26

Picton Harbour - East

33 77

Affected
Areas

Port UnderwoodCloudy BayOuter Queen Charlotte SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour - EastPicton Harbour - Shakespeare BayQueen Charlotte
Sound - Grove ArmOuter Sounds - CoastalOuter Pelorus SoundCentral Pelorus
SoundPelorus Sound - KenepuruPelorus Sound - Havelock &
ApproachesAdmiralty BayFrench Pass & Current BasinD'Urville Island WestCroisilles Harbour

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Some fishing vessel operators no longer

Vessel
runs
aground in fair
weather, crew able
to abandon safely
or refloat. Possible
minor
ingress
managed
by
pumps.

Vessel attempts to
transit French Pass due to safety
concerns. Five events have occurred in the
abort
transit
of
last five years at time of original risk
narrow passage in
assessment. 2009 review, there had been
mid-tide
and
is
three fishing vessels groundings in four
carried onto rocks.
years. Scoring remained unchanged for the
Vessel
rolled
in 0 0 0 6 4 4 2 6 4.41 most likely outcome, but no data evidence
of serious vessel loss had occurred and
strong tidal influence
frequency of worst credible event
or serious damage
accordingly lowered an order of magnitude.
resulting in loss.
To shift national pollution clean up
Potential for loss of
resources, a tier three would need to be
declared, but environmental consequence
life. Diesel spillage.
scoring references tier 2

Ferry lands heavily
on end of the Long
Arm and fractures
shell plating with
potential to cause
ingress, including to
Since 'freezing works' hill was excavated,
machinery spaces.
berths are more open to the effects of a
Norwest wind. Norwest pushes vessels
Potential for minor to
Minor damage to
onto wharfs. Loss of Long Arm would
moderate injuries as
wharf fendering or
prevent discharge of rail cargo. 2009
crew/passengers
structure of berth
0 0 0 6 0 0 4 6 4.35 review, Berthing contact damage is regular
thrown to deck. Ship
in nature, reports to the database are
supporting
disabled
with
limited, but ferries do occasionally request
fendering.
tugs for berthing. There are one or more
economic loss to
reports per annum of berthing damage.
operator. One jetty
No changes to scoring made.
(Long Arm) out of
service until survey is
carried out. Loss
service
capacity.
Loss of revenue to
Port Company.
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Vessel
transiting Outer
Vessel
over
Queen
500GT
Charlotte
grounds
in
Sound grounds
Queen
while
Charlotte
proceeding to
Sound
or from Pilot
Station.
Water
taxi
meets group of
Water taxi and
kayaks,
kayak
in
particularly on
conflict
rounding
a
headland.
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Barge
dragging
across
the
channel.
Inadequate securing of anchors for
Leisure users,
Notification or alert
the prevailing conditions. Present
Regional
raised by passing
difficulty in monitoring barges
Council
craft.
Response
remotely.
by barge operator
recovers
drifting
barge.

Navigational error.
Ship loses
propulsion or steerage through
Vessel Owners, mechanical or other systems failure
Pilots, Regional and drifts into shallow water. Low
Council,
visibility contributes to lack of
General Public, positional awareness on bridge.
Leisure users, Failure of land based navigational
Environmental aids contributes to lack of positional
Interests, Ships awareness
on
bridge.
Ship
Master / Crew encounters unreported shoal or
other underwater obstruction while
navigating with minimum UKC.
General Public,
Water taxi navigated at excessive
Leisure users,
speed close to shore, fails to comply
Regional
with Harbour Regulations.
Poor
Council, Ships
lookout. Lack of local knowledge by
Master / Crew,
water taxi launchmaster.
Vessel Owners

Grounding
is
averted
through
evasive
action.
Water
taxi
continues
on
passage;
wash
affects
other
users..

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Environment

Worst Credible (WC)

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Most Likely (ML)

Water Taxi

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Leisure

Large
Commercial
Barge
drags
Mooring failure
anchor
from
of
Anchored
either of the
Barge.
two designated
anchoring
areas.

Passenger

Accident Category

Grounding

Water
taxi
Water
Taxi grounds while
Grounding
navigating
close to shore.

Consequence Descriptions

Craft navigating at speed close to
shore, fails to comply with Harbour
Regulations.
Disorientation of
General Public,
launchmaster in restricted visibility.
Regional
Loss
of
steerage
through
Council, Ships
mechanical or other systems failure.
Master / Crew
Avoiding action to prevent collision
with small leisure craft close to
shore.

Water Taxi

38 42

Hazard
Detail

Mooring Failure

Hazard
Title

BayPicton
Harbour EastPelorus
Sound KenepuruOuter
Queen
Charlotte
SoundCentral
Queen
Charlotte
SoundCentral
Pelorus
SoundPicton
Harbour Shakespeare
BayPelorus
Sound Havelock &
ApproachesTor
Collision
y Channel &
ApproachesQu
een Charlotte
Sound - Grove
Arm

37 38

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

36 63

Outer Queen Charlotte Sound

35 41

Central Queen Charlotte Sound

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundCentral
Queen Charlotte SoundPicton Harbour EastQueen Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmPelorus Sound - KenepuruOuter
Pelorus SoundFrench Pass & Current
BasinPicton Harbour - Shakespeare
BayTory Channel & ApproachesPelorus
Sound - Havelock & ApproachesCentral
Pelorus Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Vessel grounds on
rock reef, runs on
over.
Alternatively,
Water taxis are reported to navigate at
runs ashore at 25
speed within 200m of shore at times
knots
with
("headland hopping") and may carry up to
passengers onboard.
150 passengers. Grounding at speed has
De-acceleration
occurred in Pelorus. Also at Punga Cove.
0 0 3 3 4 0 6 4 4.31 Small taxi has climbed wharf at Picton after
causes passengers
throttle stuck open. 2009 review, a
to be thrown off
significant number (8) of reports of speed
seats and injuries.
complaints recorded of transits at speed
Possibility
of
close to shore (four years of records).
rupturing fuel tank,
up to 2500 lts
possible loss.
Barge drags into
Marine Farm or other
Large seagoing commercial barges anchor
anchored
for relatively long periods awaiting cargos
or charter.
Designated anchorages are
vessel/craft, causing
located behind Mable Island or North-East
significant
loss.
of the wedge. Large barge moorings are
Alternatively
checked regularly. Barges are now lit at
grounding
and
night. Requirements for additional lighting
structural damage to
overside have been made as minimum
0 0 0 3 2 0 6 4 4.3 requirements are a light fore and aft, but
barge occurs. Worst
lights are a considerable distance apart.
credible extreme is
2009 review - there were three reported
Leisure
craft
(or
events of anchor dragging involving large
small commercial) at
barges, two actual dragging and one
perceived. Requirements of large barges
speed is involved in
entering or anchoring the sounds is
collision with drifting
suggested for Harbour Master review.
barge during hours of
darkness.

Ship grounds in rock
Area of 13.5m depth marked on chart and
area and suffers loss
noted in risk assessment to be in need of
of hull integrity, at
review. Last survey in 1943, accretion
Grounding averted least one bunker
rates unknown.
Draught limitation of
2 0 0 2 6 0 0 5 4.27 10.5m imposed for the area. 2009 review.
or rapid refloat.
tank opened up.
Hydro survey completed and draughts over
Potential
to
10.5 metres now must use East Channel
discharge up to 500
past Long Island.
tonnes of heavy oil.

Averted collision,
Kayaks are reported to generally navigate
wash
problem Water taxi runs down
within 200m of shore and should not
causes
injury two
kayaks
with 0 0 6 0 2 0 6 0 4.22 encounter vessels proceeding at speeds
potential to Kayak likelihood of fatalities.
greater than 5 knots.
occupant.
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Collision

42 24

Tory Channel & Approaches

Developing
Close Quarters
situation
between Two
Ferries
at
Arrowsmith.
Two Ferries in
Scenario
Conflict
at
complicated by
Arrowsmith
the presence
of
leisure,
leisure fishing
or
small
commercial
vessels.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Vessel Owners,
Fishing Users,
Ships Master /
Crew, Leisure
users, Regional
Council

Narrowness of channel, combined
with alteration of required for normal
transit.
Recreational fishing off
Arrowsmith point, Strong tidal set in
area affects steerage and track of
vessel or craft. Presence of other
small vessels making effective
channel width further confined.
Overhead cables return spurious
radar echo, fine on the bow, easily
mistaken for an approaching vessel
or small craft; inappropriate action
taken.
Genuine
targets
misinterpreted as echoes from
overhead cables. Poor BRM (failure
to monitor position or tidal set). Lack
of local knowledge.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Inadequate mooring maintenance.
Craft or cruiser too large for mooring
Regional
components. Extremes of severe
Council, Leisure
weather. Improper attachment of
users
craft
or
cruiser
to
mooring
buoy\chain. Wilful act.

Stakeholders
People

Tug
unable
to
Capsize
averted
release towline, is
Tug towline is presently on a drum and
by recovery but
girted and capsizes. 0 0 4 0 3 0 6 5 4.21 incapable of quick release. About 40-50
significant
list.
Tug assisted visits a year involve Tug.
Potential
fatalities
Towline parts.
amongst Tug Crew.

People

Tug girted by towline. Error in
judgement by tugmaster, pilot or
ship's master. Poor communication
between tugmaster, pilot and ship's
master. Poor procedures on tug.
Mechanical or other systems failure
on tug or ship. Severe environmental
conditions.

Property

Tug
Owners,
Vessel Owners,
Pilots, Regional
Council,
Environmental
Interests, Ships
Master / Crew

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Person recovered
by ship's rescue
boat .
Serious
injury
escaped
associated height
of fall.

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

41 85

Vessel Types

Small craft or
leisure cruiser
Leisure craft
mooring fails
swing mooring
and
vessel
failure.
drifts away in
the Sounds.

RoRo

Tug in potential
loss situation
Tug founders
while assisting
during
ship
larger vessel
berthing
wishing
to
operations
berth. Girting
likely to occur.

Passenger climbs deck railings or
enters non-passenger area of
external deck.
Passenger falls
overboard while under the influence
of
excess
alcohol.
Depression\suicide.

Harbour Tug

Man
overboard
from ferry.

Vessel Owners,
General Public,
Ships Master /
Crew

Leisure

Passenger falls
or
jumps
overboard
while
ferry
transiting
Marlborough
Sounds.

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

Possible Causes

RoRo

Hazard
Detail

Man Overboard

Hazard
Title

Girting

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Picton Harbour EastPelorus Sound Havelock &
ApproachesCentral
Pelorus SoundPort
UnderwoodOuter
Queen Charlotte
SoundFrench Pass &
Current BasinPelorus
Sound KenepuruOuter
Pelorus
SoundCroisilles
HarbourCentral
Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour
- Shakespeare
BayAdmiralty
BayQueen
Failure
Mooring Charlotte
Sound - Grove
ArmD'Urville Island WestTory Channel &
Approaches

40 66

Picton Harbour EastPicton Harbour Shakespeare Bay

39 34

Affected
Areas

Picton Harbour EastCentral Queen
Charlotte
SoundOuter
Sounds CoastalTory
Channel &
ApproachesOuter
Queen Charlotte
Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Ferries have reported MOB situations while

Person swept away
transiting Sounds.
2009 review. One
in tidal flow and
incident involving 2 people jumping
rough sea, lost to 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 4.22 overboard from a RoRo ferry reported in 4
years. This is a reasonable result for a
sight of ferry crew
ferry operation.
Frequency of event
with fatality.
unchanged.

Craft or cruiser is
recovered
and
returned to owner
(towage).
Alternatively
a
grounding occurs
as drifting craft is
blown aground.

The hazard case is also applicable to
Craft or cruiser drifts
anchored craft. 2008 review - a significant
into
fairway
at
number of mooring failures have occurred
twighlight or during
0 0 0 6 2 0 0 4 4.13 in four years. There is no feedback loop to
darkness
and
follow up on reports, or to regulate the
involved in collision
requirement for independent inspection.
38 leisure mooring failure events recorded
with larger vessel.

Interaction
between ferry hulls
causes
track
deviation.
Close
quarters situation
recovered.

Fine angle of blow
Recreational fishing often occurs off
collision
between
Arrowsmith point (anchor and or drift).
Overhead powerlines cross Tory Channel
ferries.
Potential
at Arrowsmith . A tidal set exists (recorded
escalation
to
as up to 2 knots) which pushes a vessel or
grounding of a ferry. 0 0 3 0 4 0 6 4 4.09 craft towards the point.
A number of
Alternative
of
a
groundings have occurred in the area
involving fishing vessels. A recreational
collision
with
user grounded on Arrowsmith at speed (20
recreational
craft.
Knots), resulting in loss of life.
Potential loss of life.

This scenario occurs several times a year.

in 4 years.
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Small
commercial
vessel (in tug
and
tows,
Contact
by
motorised
Small
barges, etc) in
Commercial
contact
with
vessel.
moored
or
anchored
vessel or aid to
navigation.

Fire
or
Fire/explosion
explosion
onboard ferry
onboard ferry

Tug and Tow
grounds within
an area of
narrows or one
Tug and Tow
of
the
Grounding in
Passages with
Narrow Tidal
strong
tidal
Channel
streams. Tug
remains afloat,
but
tow
grounds.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Remarks

All

Hazard
Detail

Poor lookout on commercial vessel.
Ships Master / Anchored
vessels
showing
Crew, Leisure inadequate or no lights. Vessels
users,
Vessel anchored
in
fairway.
Small
Owners,
commercial vessel navigating at
General Public excessive speed within 200 metres
of shore.

Small
commercial
Unlit craft at anchor have been reported in
vessel, tug and tow,
areas where other craft/vessels normally
navigate. Small craft may be anchored
or motorised barge in
near headlands close to shore, vessels
contact
with
rounding headland at speed have little time
anchored yacht or
to take avoiding action.
Moored or
motor
cruiser.
anchored vessels have dragged into
Contact averted or Damage to yacht's
fairway. Contact with Aids to Navigation
0 0 0 3 2 0 7 4 4.08 has occurred on a number of occasions.
light damage.
hull results in loss or
2009 review, Luke Rock AtoN reported
serious damage to
missing - had been run over by shallow
struck
vessel.
draught vessel - (Luke Rock 2-3metres
Potential loss of life if
below surface). Moored Ex Navy IPC run
into y small commercial vessel; two
anchored vessel is
fatalities (Flightless). Consequence impact
unlit at night and
on WC increased.
struck.

RoRo

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

DG's stowed in inappropriate
containers. Insufficient separation in
Environmental
stowage of DG's.
Incorrect
Interests,
identification of DG's prior to loading
Vessel Owners,
/undisclosed
DG's.
Inadequate
Regional
lashing of cargo (moves when ferry
Council, Ships
heels or with heavy weather motion).
Master / Crew,
Ignition of fuels carried in vehicles.
General Public
Loss of fuel containment in engine
room.

DG
spillage
detected
and
contained,
fire/explosion
prevented. Minor
engineroom
fire
brought
under
control rapidly.

Vehicle deck fire
initiated by vehicle
DG reporting systems may be operating on
fire
on
ferry.
an out of date basis due to backlog of DG
Dangerous goods in
shipments. 2009 review - no fire incidents
adjacent
vehicle 0 0 3 3 0 0 4 6 4.03 reported 2005-2008, one DG incident on
involved.
Serious
Ferry
- contamination of RoRo deck
bilges.
fire
difficult
to
contain. Evacuation
required in Sounds.

Tug & Tow

Fire\Explosion

Contact Navigation

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

45 2

French Pass & Current BasinPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesOuter Sounds CoastalTory Channel & Approaches

44 64

Picton Harbour Shakespeare BayPicton
Harbour - EastCentral
Queen Charlotte SoundTory
Channel & ApproachesOuter
Queen Charlotte Sound

43 31

Affected
Areas

Tory Channel & ApproachesPicton
Harbour - EastPicton Harbour Shakespeare BayOuter Pelorus
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundD'Urville Island - WestCentral
Pelorus SoundPelorus Sound KenepuruQueen Charlotte Sound Grove ArmOuter Queen Charlotte
SoundCroisilles HarbourPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesPort Underwood

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Tug
loses
steerage
through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Poor BRM (failure to monitor
position or tidal set). Tow runs out of
sea room during manoeuvres to
avoid another vessel. Tidal influence
greater
than
tug's
forward
momentum, tide pushes tow ashore.
Tug moving on flood tide. Tow rope
too long for conditions or area
(failure to shorten tow).
Lack of
local knowledge. Tug not engaging
pilot Sea conditions too severe for
safe transit of Tory Channel
entrance.

Grounding averted
or
touch
Grounding
and
rapid refloating of
tow.

Tugs can have difficulty steering tows
through narrow entrances during spring
tides or during periods of heavy weather.
Hazard has occurred in Tory Channel as
well as French Pass. Steven's Passage
and French Pass have a 500GT restriction
without
Harbourmaster's
permission.
French Pass has an additional 120m
length restriction. Cape Jackson is another
difficult area for Tugs and Tows, with local
strong tides pushing vessels unexpectedly
into rocks. Barges can have 2-300 lts of
hydraulic oil on board. 2009 Review: Tog
and tow use on the Sounds has increased,
but little knowledge is available about
routeing. Some large barges in use and
can be anchored in no.1 anchorage
(Collision risk). Carriage of forest products
and construction materials most cargoes.

Environmental
Interests,
Vessel Owners,
Fishing Users,
General Public,
Ships Master /
Crew, Leisure
users

Tow grounds, barge
holed and sinks.
Partial obstruction of
channel;
channel
0 0 3 0 4 0 4 4 3.99
closed or limited use
for extended period,
whist salvage occurs.
Cargo lost.
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Commercial
vessels meet
Small
on rounding a
Commercial
headland with
Vessel Conflict developing
collision
situation

Small
commercial
vessel
in
grounding
situation in the
Sounds
in
General,
the
scenario being
more likely in
a passage with
strong
tidal
flows.
Candidates are
French Pass,
Stephen's
Passage and
off
Cape
Jackson.
Scenario
specifically
excludes Tory
Channel
to
identify Sounds
risk level .

Small
commercial
vessel
Grounding

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Remarks

Small Commercial Vessel

Hazard
Detail

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

Vessels navigating close to shore at
excessive speed with limited sea
Ships Master / room available to manoeuvre. Poor
Crew, Leisure lookout.
Vessels not aware of
users,
Vessel position of other prior to rounding
Owners,
headland (lack of VHF reporting).
Regional
GPS or automated navigation in
Council
restricted visibility without reduction
in speed. Concentration of traffic in
close proximity. Headland Hopping.

Wide angle collision
between laden self
propelled barge and
a
workboat.
Workboat
holed
Commercial operators aware of potential
Close
quarters below
waterline,
risk assessed as low. Cullen Point,
situation
but rapidly loses stability 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 6 3.96 approaching Havelock is blind. Headland
collision averted.
and
capsizes.
Hopping is common.
Mussel Barge Laden
(about 100 tonnes on
deck) would sink
rapidly.
Fatality
likely.

Small Commercial Vessel

Hazard
Title

Collision

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Grounding

47 78

French Pass & Current BasinOuter Sounds - Coastal

46 53

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundPicton
Harbour - Shakespeare BayOuter
Sounds - CoastalOuter Pelorus
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Pelorus SoundPicton
Harbour - EastQueen Charlotte Sound
- Grove ArmFrench Pass & Current
BasinPelorus Sound KenepuruPelorus Sound - Havelock &
Approaches

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Vessel loses steerage through
mechanical or other systems failure.
Tidal influence greater than vessels
Regional
forward momentum.
Failure to
Council, Vessel
monitor position. Lack of local
Owners,
knowledge. Vessel runs out of sea
Environmental
room through manoeuvre to avoid
Interests, Ships
another vessel. Incorrect tide
Master / Crew
calculation or extraction from tide
tables. Excessive speed
close
inshore.

Vessel in potential
grounding
overwhelmed by
tide, but grounding
averted.
Most
Likely scenario of
mussel
barge
transiting French
Pass
sideways,
spilling load in
total, has occurred.

Commercial vessel
attempts to abort
passage (e.g. French
Pass in mid-tide).
Actual tidal conditions at French Pass can
be unpredictable. Decision is needed to
Vessel grounds on
abort quite early on approach to allow for
rocks. Severe hull
sea room to swing away. Groundings have
damage
results 0 0 0 3 4 0 6 6 3.96 occurred but relatively infrequently in the
followed by rapid
areas covered by this hazard. A number of
sinking
if
laden,
mussel barges have suffered groundings.
2009 review, scorings remain unchanged.
potential loss of life
(up to five crew
considered
in
scenario).
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50 32

Fishing vessel
and
small
commercial
vessel
in
developing
collision
situation.

Tug and tow in
Tug and tow in developing
conflict
with collision
leisure vessel situation with
leisure craft.

Leisure vessel
Leisure vessel
in contact with
in
contact
moored/anchor
while
ed vessel or
navigating
AtoN.
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Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew,
Fishing
Users,
Tug
Owners,
Regional
Council

Neither vessel aware of position of
other vessel prior to rounding
headland. Vessels navigating close
to shore reducing available sea
room for manoeuvre. Presence of
other vessels in close proximity
limits sea room to manoeuvre.
Close
quarters
Improper lookout on either vessel.
situation
but
Failure to comply with Collision
collision averted.
Regulations.
Fatigue
of
watchkeepers on either vessel
impairs alertness and judgement.
Disorientation or improper use of
radar in restricted visibility, vessel
navigating on GPS alone without
reduction in speed.

Poor lookout on either vessel.
Leisure craft fails to comply with
Collision Regulations. Leisure craft
passes between tug and tow at
speed. Leisure vessel operated by
persons under influence of alcohol.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Worst Credible (WC)

Property

Most Likely (ML)

Environment

Possible Causes

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Fishing Vessel

Fishing vessel
and
small
commercial
vessel
in
conflict

Hazard
Detail

Remarks

Fishing vessel and
small tug or marine
Smaller vessels may be navigating close to
farm workboat in
shore in an attempt to keep clear of
wide angle collision.
shipping. This is currently not perceived to
One vessel holed 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 6 3.96 be a problem in the Sounds. 2009 review
consultation
suggested
commercial
below waterline and
activities had improved, but headland
potential
loss
of
hopping still continues.
stability with potential
for fatalities.

Leisure vessel runs
over towline and is
Tug operators have reported close
disabled, then in
quarters situations with leisure vessels
failing to comply with relevant Collision
collision with tow.
Regulations. Leisure craft at speed has
Close
quarters Leisure vessel loses
passed between tug and its tow. Barging
situation
but hull integrity and 0 0 3 0 4 0 6 2 3.96 is on the increase as is leisure use.
collision averted.
sinks with potential
Towlines are relatively short in Sounds.
for
fatalities.
On 2009 review one incident of leisure
vessel attempting to cross between Tug
Potential for person
and Tow
to hit tow wire and
hull to pass under it.

Tug & Tow

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

Regional
Council, Ships
Master / Crew,
Tug
Owners,
Vessel Owners,
Leisure users

Leisure

Collision

Collision

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Queen Charlotte Sound Grove ArmPicton Harbour EastCentral Pelorus
SoundPelorus Sound Havelock &
ApproachesOuter Sounds CoastalFrench Pass &
Current BasinOuter Pelorus
SoundPicton Harbour Shakespeare BayTory
Channel &
ApproachesPelorus Sound KenepuruCentral Queen
Charlotte SoundCroisilles
HarbourD'Urville Island UnderwoodOuter
WestPort
Navigation
Contact
Queen Charlotte Sound

49 56

Queen Charlotte Sound - Grove ArmTory
Channel & ApproachesPicton Harbour EastCentral Queen Charlotte SoundPicton
Harbour - Shakespeare BayOuter Queen
Charlotte Sound

48 51

Affected
Areas

Central Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour EastQueen Charlotte Sound Grove ArmOuter Pelorus
SoundPicton Harbour Shakespeare BayFrench Pass
& Current BasinAdmiralty
BayTory Channel &
ApproachesCentral Pelorus
SoundOuter Queen Charlotte
SoundPelorus Sound Kenepuru

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Poor lookout on leisure vessel.
Anchored
vessels
showing
inadequate
or
no
lights.
Vessel Owners, Inexperienced user at night entering
Ships Master / bay with moored craft. Vessels
Minor contact.
Crew, Leisure moored or anchored in fairway.
users
Moored or anchored vessels have
dragged into fairway. Leisure vessel
navigating at excessive speed within
200 metres of shore.

Leisure
vessel
navigating at speed
contacts
anchored
leisure vessel, loss of
2009 review; two events recorded in four
watertight integrity to 0 0 3 0 2 0 6 4 3.74 years, ML frequency modified accordingly.
both
vessels
resulting in sinking
and potential for
multiple fatalities.
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Two
vessels
Two vessels over 500GT in
over 500GT in developing
collision
collision
situation.
situation within
the Sounds.
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Regional
Council, Leisure
users

Regional
Council, Leisure
users

Pilots,
Vessel
Owners,
Regional
Council,
General Public,
Environmental
Interests, Ships
Master / Crew

Poor lookout on either vessel or
PWC. PWC operated at speed in
area of high traffic density. PWC
impedes navigation of vessel
>500GT PWC fails to comply with
Collision
Regulations.
PWC
operated within 200 metres of shore
or 50metres of other vessel at speed
>5knots.
PWC operated by
inexperienced or underage rider.
PWC operated by person under
influence of alcohol. PWC engaged
in towage of "biscuit" or waterskier
and attention diverted.
Operator of craft attempts to cross
bar in adverse conditions. Operator
of craft lacks local or general boating
knowledge. Craft loses steerage
through
mechanical
or
other
systems failure including running out
of fuel. Craft of unsuitable design for
use in bar harbour conditions.
Sudden
change
in
Weather
conditions.
Neither vessel aware of position of
other prior to rounding headland.
Either vessel fails to comply with
Collision
Regulations.
Misunderstanding of information
passed by VHF radio by either ship.
Poor positional or spatial awareness
on either vessel. Presence of other
vessels limits sea room available to
manoeuvre to avoid collision. Depth
of water available limits sea room
available to manoeuvre for laden
out-bound log ship or other vessel
operating with minimum UKC.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Leisure

Leisure craft is
swamped
by
Leisure craft
large
steep
suffers water
swell
when
ingress
attempting to
crossing bar
cross Wairau
Bar.

Leisure

Personal water
Personal
craft (PWC) in
Water Craft in developing
conflict
with collision
other vessel or situation with
swimmer.
another vessel
at high speed.

All

Hazard
Detail

Collision

Hazard
Title

Swamping

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

53 6

Cloudy Bay

52 81

Outer Sounds - CoastalOuter Queen
Charlotte SoundPicton Harbour Shakespeare BayOuter Pelorus
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundFrench Pass & Current Basin

51 58

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundPelorus
Sound - KenepuruQueen Charlotte
Sound - Grove ArmCentral Pelorus
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour - EastPelorus
Sound - Havelock & ApproachesTory
Channel & ApproachesCroisilles
HarbourAdmiralty Bay

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Close
quarters
situation
but
collision averted.
Complaints raised
by stakeholder.

PWC collides with
Since 1997 around 7 fatalities involving
double seater kayak
PWCs have been reported in New Zealand
Waters. PWCs are noted to be towing
or other leisure craft
water-skiers or "biscuit". In Marlborough
at speed. Fatalities
0 0 0 0 2 0 6 2 3.62 Sounds, PWC deployment in 2004 was
likely. Alternatively,
low. On 2009 review reported use of
an incident involving
PWCs has increased significantly and
incidents reported involving PWC have
a swimmer results in
also increased.
loss of life.

Misjudgement
in
sea
conditions,
severe rolling and
takes on water.
Situation
recovered.

Craft rolled in steep
Cloudy Bay is a low use area. 2009 review
swell or swamped.
0 0 3 0 2 0 6 2 3.62 no reported incidents, no change in risk
Persons in water.
scoring.
Potential loss of life.

Passenger vessel in
T bone collision with
laden bulk cement
carrier (PEC Holder).
The probability of worst credible outcome
is probably low given the relative
Passenger
vessel
Close
quarters
infrequency of movements of vessels over
loses
watertight
situation
but
0 0 0 0 6 0 5 5 3.59 500gt, other than ferries. With only one
integrity.
Bulk
Pilot the event could only occur with a
collision averted.
Carrier more likely to
piloted vessel and a vessel with a PEC
holder on board.
be lost. Potential for
fatalities
amongst
Bulk Carrier Crew in
evacuation..
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Serious
earthquake or
Serious
slippage
earthquake in causes series
Region
of surge waves
affecting
Sounds

Self-drive hire
vessel
in
Leisure craft developing
(hire
or collision
charter)
in situation with
conflict
with other vessel in
other vessel
Picton Harbour
and
approaches.

Two ferries in
Two ferries in developing
collision
collision
situation
situation within
generally
the
Sounds
generally.
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Far field Tsunami.
Six hours warning,
Fishing Users,
water
surge
Ships Master /
(seiching).
Crew, General
Sufficient warning
Public,
for vessels to be at
Environmental
sea. Effect likely
Earthquake. Slippage of underwater
Interests,
to be limited at
deposits at Kaikoura canyon.
Vessel Owners,
Picton as wave
Leisure users,
energy is lost due
Regional
to alignment of
Council,
Tug
Sounds. Loss of
Owners
live
associated
with
navigation
unlikely.
Lack of knowledge or compliance
with Harbour By-Laws and Collision
Regulations on either vessel. Lack of
knowledge of local traffic patterns on
Leisure users, either vessel. Hirer fails to brief hirer
Regional
on applicable regulations and traffic
Council, Vessel patterns.
Mechanical failure of
Owners
steering or propulsion system on
either vessel. Operators of either
vessel under influence of excessive
alcohol. Hire boat operated by
youths (under age of 15).
Failure of either or both vessels to
comply with Collision Regulations.
Poor BRM on each vessel.
Mechanical or electronic system
Vessel Owners,
failure on either ferry. Ferry
Regional
transiting pilotage waters reliant on
Council,
autohelm control satellite navigation
Environmental
system.
Poor
positional/spatial
Interests, Ships
awareness on either/both vessels.
Master / Crew,
Presence of another vessel in close
General Public
proximity compromises ability of one
or both ferries to alter course. Other
circumstance may result in a ferry
navigating outside its usual track.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

All

Hazard
Detail

Leisure

Hazard
Title

RoRo

Collision

Tsunami

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

56 5

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundCentral
Queen Charlotte Sound

55 70

Outer Pelorus SoundOuter Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte SoundD'Urville
Island - WestCloudy BayFrench Pass & Current
BasinCentral Pelorus SoundCroisilles
HarbourQueen Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmPort UnderwoodAdmiralty BayOuter
Sounds - CoastalPicton Harbour - EastPicton
Harbour - Shakespeare Bay

54 61

Affected
Areas

Queen Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmPicton Harbour - Shakespeare
BayOuter Queen Charlotte
SoundTory Channel &
ApproachesPicton Harbour EastCentral Queen Charlotte
Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Near field Tsunami.
Little or no warning.
12M peak arriving on
NZ is part of the Farfield Tsunami early
the beach in 90
warning system.
Advice taken from
seconds. Cook Strait
Blenheim emergency response centre.
Direction would have to be from the
initiation more likely
NorWest and thus align with Queen
to affect the Sounds.
Charlotte sound to cause major damage.
Seiching takes out
0 0 0 3 0 0 4 4 3.55 Events have occurred off Wellington 1855,
shore interface and
10M surge. Kaikoura affected 139 years
vessels
alongside
ago by a large underwater slippage.
Tsunamis from the North are not expected
severely damaged.
to seriously affect the Sounds due to
Vessels navigating
shelter provided by the North Island. 2009
unaffected,
but
review - no change.
parting of mooring
lines and passenger
walkways likely.

Hire charter vessel
runs over a two
Power-driven vessels capable of high
seater
kayak
at
Close
quarters
speed are offered for hire from Picton.
speed.
Kayak
situation
but
0 0 3 0 0 0 6 2 3.47 Potential exists for conflict with
occupants struck by
swimmers/divers and other forms of
collision averted.
hull or propeller with
accident. Few incidents have come to light.
fatalities possible (up
to 2).

Collision
between
two
passenger
carrying
ferries
shortly after rounding
In the Sounds generally, this is considered
Close
quarters a headland.
Fine
to be a low probability event. Its likelihood
situation
but angle
collision, 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 5 3.43 rises in the scenario whereby a ferry has to
deviate from the normal track to avid a
collision averted.
damage
to
smaller vessel or craft.
accommodation.
Potential for injury to
passengers
and
fatalities.
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Collision

60 50

Outer Sounds – Coastal
Admiralty Bay Central
Queen Charlotte Sound
Cloudy Bay D'Urville Island
– Wes t Outer Queen
Charlotte Sound French
Pass & Current Basin

Small vessel
suffers contact
during
navigation

Fishing vessel
on
passage
Fishing vessel
and
vessel
in conflict with
over 500GT in
vessel
over
developing
500GT
collision
situation.
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Pilot vessel or RHIB design loses
buoyancy and stability through
Pilots,
Ships pontoon failure (heavy contact
Master / Crew, bursts bag, collision or accumulation
Vessel Owners, of wear). Operation in heavy
Regional
weather
by
inexperienced
Council
launchmaster. Operation in heavy
weather beyond operating envelope
of pilot vessel.
Poor lookout on water taxi. Marine
Farm inadequately lit. Anchored
vessel inadequately lit. Water taxi
proceeding at speed in close
proximity to moored or anchored
vessels / marine farms.
Lack of
local knowledge by seasonal or new
staff (staff training). semi submerged
logs or other debris difficult to detect.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Environment

Worst Credible (WC)

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Most Likely (ML)

Pilot vessel

Water taxi in
contact
navigation
situation.

Pilot
boat
(Rhib) suffers
loss of side
airbag coming
alongside and
ships
water
during
pilot
transfer
operation.
Water taxi or
charter fishing
vessel (up to
20 persons) in
contact
situation with
fixed
object
(aids
to
navigation)
debris or semisubmerged
object.
Small
commercial
vessel
or
leisure craft in
contact
with
partly
submerged
object
(e.g.
Logs).

Possible Causes

Water Taxi

Pilot boat in
loss of hull
integrity
situation

Hazard
Detail

Consequence Descriptions

Remarks

Pilot vessel heavy
landing alongside.
Damage to airbags
occurs on one
side, bilge pumps
cope with ingress
of water, vessel
makes port safely.

At least two recorded incidents in NZ
Bow
sections
of
waters have occurred with RHIB's where
pontoon come away
inflatable bags have come away from the
from hull in rough
0 0 2 2 0 0 6 4 3.41 hull, resulting in either capsize or severely
sea, vessel loses
reduced stability.
Marlborough Maritime
stability and capsizes
Pilots use a RHIB for pilotage operations.
2009 review - no incidents.
with potential fatality.

Contact with aid to
navigation causing
damage. Striking
of
submerged
object.

Marine farming is reported as a growth
Water taxi navigating
industry in many areas of the Sounds.
at speed contacts
Logs and other debris is likely to be
large floating log and
washed into the Sounds during heavy
suffers loss of hull
rainfall events. 2009 review, 10 reports of
integrity, leading to 0 0 3 3 2 0 4 4 3.4 log related problems and 2 of excessive
speed close inshore recorded in four years.
flooding risk of loss
3 reports of inadequately lit anchored
of vessel. Potential
leisure craft (moored no requirement).
for loss of life in
Minimal damage reports, risk scoring
extreme case.
unchanged.

Regional
Council,
Minor damage to
General Public, Debris/logs washed into Sounds
vessel
hull,
Leisure users, during heavy rainfall, not detected.
propulsion
or
Ships Master / Floating fishing gear.
steering.
Crew,
Vessel
Owners

Vessel navigating at
Logs are reported to wash into the Sounds
speed strikes log and
during flood events causing a hazard to
suffers rapid water
small craft. Department of Conservation
ingress. Loss of a
ruling forbids clearing of debris on
small
craft
may 0 0 3 3 2 0 4 4 3.4 beaches, this debris may later be washed
into the Sounds area. 2009 review; 10
occur. Possibility of
reports of log related problems in 4 years,
person being thrown
but minimal damage reported. Scoring
out of a small craft
unchanged.
(e.g. RIB).

Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew, General
Public, Fishing
Users, Regional
Council

Small Commercial
Vessel

59 36

Hazard
Title

Fishing Vessel

Accident Category

Swamping
Contact Navigation

58 43

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Picton Harbour Shakespeare BayCentral
Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour EastPelorus Sound KenepuruPelorus Sound
- Havelock &
ApproachesPort
UnderwoodTory Channel
& ApproachesCroisilles
HarbourQueen Charlotte
Sound - Grove ArmOuter
Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Pelorus
Navigation
ContactSound

57 69

Outer Queen Charlotte
Sound

Affected
Areas

D'Urville Island - WestOuter
Sounds - CoastalPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesCentral
Queen Charlotte SoundCentral
Pelorus SoundPicton Harbour EastTory Channel &
ApproachesQueen Charlotte
Sound - Grove ArmPelorus Sound
- KenepuruOuter Pelorus
SoundOuter Queen Charlotte
Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Regional
Council, Pilots,
Fishing Users,
Ships Master /
Crew,
Vessel
Owners

Fishing vessel impedes passage of
vessel over 500GT within harbour
limits. Fishing vessel on autopilot
with improper lookout kept. Either
vessel unaware of local traffic
movements. Improper lookout on
vessel >500GT. Poor BRM on
vessel. Limited sea room available
for vessel >500GT to manoeuvre to
avoid collision.

Close
quarters
situation
but
collision averted or
small
glancing
scrape.

Laden
vessel
>500GT runs down
fishing vessel which
0 0 0 0 4 0 7 6 3.2
could
capsize.
Potential for fatalities
(up to 5).
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Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

RoRo

Ferry
and
small
commercial
Ferry
and vessel
in
small
developing
commercial
collision
vessel
in situation in the
conflict
Sounds, other
than
Tory
Channel and
Approaches.

RoRo

Ferry contacts
a
moored
Ferry Contact
vessel or barge
Incident
whilst
underway.

RoRo

Accident Category

Collision

Ferry
and
small
commercial
Ferry
and vessel
commercial
(workboat) in
vessel
in developing
conflict
collision
situation
in
Tory Channel
or approaches.

Contact Navigation

Hazard
Detail

Collision

63 19

Hazard
Title

Tory Channel & Approaches

62 30

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Picton Harbour - Shakespeare Bay
Picton Harbour - East

61 7

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte Sound
Central Queen Charlotte Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Commercial craft or workboat fails to
give way and impedes navigation of
ferry. Either vessel unaware of other
vessel position prior to rounding a
Tug and barge operators report that they
headland.
Mechanical failure on
are unable to cross some parts of Tory
either vessel or craft while
Channel at right angles in time to remain
navigating in close proximity to other
clear of any ferries which may round a
Environmental
vessels. Poor positional or spatial
headland without warning. Charter vessels
Interests,
Close
quarters Smaller
vessel
awareness on either vessel or
of approx. 300GT may transit Tory
Vessel Owners,
situation
but capsizes or sinks 0 0 0 0 4 0 7 6 3.2 Channel occasionally while relocating
craft\workboat.
Either or both
Ships Master /
collision averted.
causing fatalities.
between Wellington and the Sounds. An
vessels fail to transmit or receive the
Crew
incident has occurred with a marine farm
'All Ships' 10 minute call. Call made
vessel towing, that was not aware of 10
on wrong frequency (has occurred).
minute call rule. Commercial vessels are
reported to be good.
Small vessel stemming tide at Tory
Channel Entrance causing collision
risk by being unable to transit
controlled navigation zone within
reasonable time (e.g. 25 mins).
Ferry
runs
into
Another vessel anchors or moors in
moored barge at
shipping channel. Poor positional or
back of Mabel Island.
spatial
awareness
on
ferry.
Watertight integrity
Barges have dragged anchor or mooring
Inadequately lit vessel or object
compromised. Barge
failure has resulted in a barge drifting into
Vessel Owners, moored behind Mabel Island. Ferry Close
quarters of
500
tonnes
path of ferries. This hazard has been
Leisure users, not aware of vessel or object situation
but involved. Flooding of
realised in the last five years. Ferries on
0 0 0 0 4 0 6 6 3.2 approach to their Picton berth have been
Ships Master / moored behind Mabel Island prior to contact
averted. one compartment of
involved in contact with moored craft
Crew
approach. Vessel or moored object Complaint made.
ferry;
placed
during periods of restricted visibility. 2008
drags into shipping channel and is
alongside alternative
review, no change.
not detected in darkness or
wharf.
Passengers
restricted visibility. Barge illegally
evacuated; Ferry out
anchored outside designated area.
of service for a
month.
Small
commercial
vessel attempts to
Commercial craft or workboat fails to
cross ferry track and
give way and impedes navigation of
is run down. Smaller
Ships Master /
ferry. Either vessel unaware of other
vessel capsizes with
Crew,
The probability for this type of worst
vessel position prior to rounding a
potential for multiple
Environmental
Close
quarters
credible outcome is likely to be low as most
headland.
Mechanical failure on
fatalities.
Ferry
Interests,
situation
but
0 0 0 0 3 0 5 5 3.1 commercial operators are reported to
either vessel or craft while
attempts to take
comply with Harbour Regulations and are
Vessel Owners,
collision averted.
navigating in close proximity to other
avoiding action at a
familiar with ferry routes and tracks.
Regional
vessels. Poor positional or spatial
late stage and runs
Council
awareness on either vessel or
aground
with
craft\workboat.
significant damage to
hull and possible
discharge of IFO.
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Tug in collision
Berthing Tug
with
vessel
in
collision
when assisting
with berthing
during
vessel
berthing.

Vessel
>
500GT
contacts wharf
Vessel
during berthing
>500GT
in
Picton
contact during
Harbour East
berthing
or
Shakespeare
Bay.
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Ships Master /
Crew,
Vessel
Owners,
General Public,
Regional
Council

Aircraft flies into power cables which
cross Tory Channel at Arrowsmith
Point, ferry has insufficient time to
avoid falling debris or airframe.
Helicopter
accident
during
emergency services transfer.

Ferry is not in
vicinity
when
aircraft
collides
with power cables.

Tug
Owners,
Regional
Council, Pilots,
Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew,
Environmental
Interests

Error in judgement by tugmaster.
Poor communication between pilot,
ship and tugmaster. Error in
judgement by ship's master or pilot
or
poor
spatial
awareness.
Mechanical or other systems failure
on tug or ship. Interaction between
tug and ship hulls.

Minor
collision,
minor
indents
damage to either
vessel.

Tug
Owners,
Pilots,
Ships
Master / Crew,
Vessel Owners,
Environmental
Interests

Error in judgement by shiphandler.
Error in judgement by tug master.
Adverse environmental conditions
during berthing (sudden gust of
wind) Mechanical or other systems
failure aboard any assisting tug.
Mechanical or other systems failure
aboard
ship.
Small
vessels
navigating in close proximity limit
sea room available to larger vessel
for manoeuvre.

Minor
contact
damage to wharf.
Indented
shell
plating.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

RoRo

Aircraft,
helicopter
or
debris strikes
overhead
cables.
Ferry struck by Passing ferry
aircraft
in vicinity hit by
debris.
Overhead
cables
at
Arrowsmith
Point.

Harbour Tug

Accident Category

Fire\Explosion

Hazard
Detail

All

Picton Harbour - Shakespeare BayPicton Harbour - East

Hazard
Title

Collision

66 27

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Contact Berthing

65 65

Picton Harbour –
Shakespeare Bay Picton
Harbour - East

64 75

Affected
Areas

Picton Harbour – East
Outer Queen Charlotte Sound
Central Queen Charlotte Sound
Tory Channel & Approaches

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Aircraft in collision
with power cables as
Aircraft have collided with the power cables
fully laden passenger
crossing Tory Channel with ferry in close
ferry
passes
location. Overhead cables at Arrowsmith
underneath. Burning
0 0 0 0 1 0 5 3 3.08 Point. Other possibilities exist for a similar
debris from aircraft
outcome elsewhere in the Sounds, for
lands on ferry upper
example helicopters routinely fly over the
Sounds at relatively low altitude.
deck. Alternatively,
helicopter
ditching
strikes ferry.
Tug suffers fractured
shell
plating
in
collision
or
very
Maintaining currency on equipment and
heavy landing with
procedures in shipping operations has
ship
resulting
in
been identified as a potential issue due to
water ingress. Low 0 0 3 3 3 0 3 3 3.06 the low frequency of ship visits that occur
speed - potential for
at Picton. Tug has only recently arrived at
Picton.
injury. Tug out of
action,
vessel
subsequently takes
ground (soft seabed).
Vessel lands heavily
on
wharf
and
fractures shell plating
causing
ingress.
Potential for minor to
moderate injuries as
crew
/passengers
thrown to deck. Ship
disabled
with
2009 review.
No reports providing
significant economic 0 0 0 3 0 0 4 4 3.03 evidence to modify existing scorings.
loss to operator and
delays
to
other
vessels (up to one
week).
Loss of
revenue
to
Port
Company.
Widespread
reporting if cruise
vessel.
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Personal injury
situation during
Personal injury
operation
of
during
pilot
embarking
/
transfer
picking up pilot
operation.
from
vessel
over 500GT.
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Regional
Council, Pilots,
Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew

Pilot loses grip while using pilot
ladder. Pilot vessel fails to stay
alongside ship as pilot transfers to or
from ladder. Improperly rigged or
poorly maintained pilot ladder.
Heavy weather. Misjudgement by
pilot craft coxn.

Property

Pilot falls short
distance to pilot
vessel with minor
injury, or ends up
in water.

Pilot vessel comes
away from ships side
in heavy weather
while
pilot
transferring from pilot
A light displacement pilot vessel may not
provide a stable platform for pilot transfers
vessel deck to pilot
in all weathers. Pilots boarding in relatively
ladder. Pilot falls in
sheltered waters in Sounds at present. Low
water and is caught 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 2.98 risk recorded because of low frequency of
between hulls with
boarding and no reports of incidents. 2009
review. No incidents reported. No risk
severe
injury
or
scoring changes made.
fatality. Alternatively,
Pilot ends up in
water during hours of
darkness
and
is
difficult to find.

Environment

Tender capsizes in
choppy
sea,
occupants
without
buoyancy
aids
0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3
unable to cling to
vessel
or
make
shore. Potential for
loss of life.

Stakeholders
People

Tender
takes
water but kept
afloat by internal
buoyancy
while
occupants
bail,
craft makes place
of safety.

People

Leisure users

Tender is overloaded for prevailing
conditions. Lack of local and/or
general boating knowledge by
person in charge of tender.
Swamping by wash of passing
vessel. Craft used as a tender is
unsuitable or in unseaworthy
condition. Person in charge of tender
under influence of excess alcohol,
impairing judgement.

Property

Water ski vessel
executes tight turn
Water-ski towing
and
towed
vessel /skier or
object\person
is 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3
biscuit near strike
brought into contact
to a fixed object.
with fixed object with
potential for fatality.

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Tug
Owners,
Pilots, Leisure
users, Regional
Council, Vessel
Owners, Ships
Master / Crew

Other vessels navigating within
water ski lanes at the same time as
water ski vessels.
Water skiers
active in areas of high traffic density.
Poor look out on either vessel. No
observer aboard water ski vessel.
Water ski/recreational object towing
vessel operator fails to appreciate
arc of travel of towed object.

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Risk Overall

Leisure vessel
Leisure vessel tender
takes
tender
in on water while
swamping
taking persons
situation
and gear out to
moored craft.

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

Affected
Stakeholders

A craft towing
a water skier or
other
Water
recreational
skier/recreatio object
in
nal object in developing
contact
contact
situation with
other vessel or
fixed object.

Leisure

Hazard
Detail

Leisure

Accident Category

Personal Injury
Swamping

Hazard
Title

Pilot vessel

69 67

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Personal Injury

68 22

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundOuter Pelorus
SoundTory Channel & Approaches

67 57

Central Pelorus Sound
Pelorus Sound Kenepuru
Port Underwood Queen
Charlotte Sound - Grove
Arm Central Queen
Charlotte Sound French
Pass & Current Basin

Affected
Areas

Central Queen Charlotte Sound French
Pass & Current Basin Outer Sounds –
Coastal Port Underwood Croisilles
Harbour Pelorus Sound - Havelock &
Approaches Admiralty BayOuter Queen
Charlotte Sound Tory Channel &
Approaches Central Pelorus Sound
Outer Pelorus Sound Picton Harbour –
East Pelorus Sound – Kenepuru Picton
Harbour - Shakespeare BayQueen
Charlotte Sound - Grove ArmD'Urville
Island - West

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

3

Contact instances resulting in severe injury
have been reported (3 in 10 years). 2009
review 6 events of near misses reported.
Frequency increased to reflect an event
occurring at least once per annum.

3

Buoyancy aids may not be worn routinely.
Some tenders lack internal buoyancy to
enable swamped or capsized craft to stay
afloat and support occupants.
Resorts
provide tenders to pick up and drop off
people. 2009 review - two events reported
in four years. An incident in the Bay of
Many Coves reflected the worst credible
outcome.
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Leisure
craft
and
vessel
over 500GT in
developing
Leisure craft
collision
and
vessel
situation in the
over 500GT in
Sounds (outer
conflict
areas). RoRo
Ferries
considered
elsewhere.
Water taxi and
Ferry (RoRo)
other vessel in
developing
Water taxi and collision
ferry in conflict situation within
Queen
Charlotte
Sound
or
Grove Arm.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Small tug with barge alongside rolled
Pilots,
Ships heavily from wash of other vessel
Master / Crew, causing relative movement and
Vessel Owners, snatching of lines. High Speed Craft
Tug Owners
exceeding 18 knots in a medical
emergency.

Vessels navigating close to shore
with limited sea room to manoeuvre.
Fishing Users, Improper lookout. Either or both
Leisure users, vessels fail to comply with Collision
Regional
Regulations.
Lack
of
local
Council, Vessel knowledge of traffic patterns.
Owners
Vessels navigating by GPS in
restricted visibility without reduction
in speed. Headland Hopping.
Leisure craft impedes passage of
vessel over 500GT (fails to comply
Leisure users,
with Harbour Bylaws). Poor lookout
Pilots,
Vessel
on either vessel. Inadequate lights
Owners, Ships
shown on leisure craft by night.
Master / Crew,
Small craft not detected by ships
Regional
radar. Mechanical failure on either
Council,
vessel or craft while navigating in
Environmental
close proximity to other vessels.
Interests
Poor positional or spatial awareness
on either vessel or craft.
Either vessel unaware of position of
other. Poor lookout on either vessel.
Water taxi impedes passage of
vessel over 500gt. Presence of other
Ships Master / vessels, or proximity of navigational
Crew, Regional hazard, limits sea room available.
Council, Vessel Launchmaster unaware of ferry
Owners,
routes and operation.
Ferry
General Public operating outside usual route.
Sudden
mechanical
or
other
systems failure compromises either
vessels ability to take avoiding
action.

Vessel
being
towed
alongside
bumps heavily on
tug with minor
damage. Loss of
product
off
a
mussel barge or
propelled
barge
carrying,
e.g.,
harvested salmon.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Small Commercial Vessel
Fishing Vessel

Fishing vessel
Fishing vessel
and
leisure
and
leisure
vessel meet on
vessel
in
rounding
a
conflict
blind headland.

All

Collision

Wash causes
heavy rolling of
Personal injury a
small
on commercial commercial
vessel - Wash vessel or tug
with
tow
alongside.

Collision

Outer Pelorus SoundCentral
Queen Charlotte SoundOuter
Sounds - CoastalOuter Queen
Charlotte Sound French Pass &
Current Basin

73 59

Hazard
Detail

Collision

72 49

Outer Queen Charlotte SoundQueen
Charlotte Sound - Grove ArmCentral
Queen Charlotte Sound

71 52

Tory Channel &
ApproachesFrench Pass
& Current BasinOuter
Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Pelorus
SoundPicton Harbour Shakespeare BayPelorus
Sound - Havelock &
ApproachesCentral
Queen Charlotte
SoundPicton Harbour East

70 23

Hazard
Title

Water Taxi

Accident Category

Hazard Ref.

Affected
Areas

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Queen Charlotte Sound Grove ArmOuter Pelorus
SoundTory Channel &
ApproachesCroisilles
HarbourCentral Queen
Charlotte SoundPelorus
Sound - KenepuruPicton
Harbour - Shakespeare
BayPelorus Sound Havelock & Approaches
Picton Harbour – East
Central Pelorus Sound
Admiralty Bay French Pass
& Current BasinOuter
Queen Charlotte
Wash Sound

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Tow-lines part and
Tug and barge operators have reported
injury
to
crew
ferries failing to slow when passing laden
member. Tow drifts
tug and tows. 2009 Review - High Speed
and grounds. Crew 0 0 2 2 0 0 4 2 2.88 Passenger craft have ceased operations in
injury from sudden
the Sounds.
No incidents reported.
Frequency scoring reduced = receding risk.
rolling or shifting
cargo.

Fishing vessel T
Number of fishing vessels in commercial
bones and holes
service is falling. Conversely. the number
Close
quarters leisure vessel which
of leisure raft is rising and there is a need
situation
but rapidly
loses 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 4 2.78 to go out further due to Cod ban.
collision averted.
buoyancy and sinks.
Headland Hopping is reported to be
Persons in water with
ongoing and a common problem.
potential for fatalities.

Leisure
craft
Due to relative infrequency of shipping
traffic other than ferries, the probability for
attempts to cross
this situation is likely to be low, other than
Close
quarters track of vessel over
in periods of restricted visibility. On 2009
situation
but 500gt and is run 0 0 0 0 4 0 6 4 2.78 review there are and increased number of
collision averted.
down. Potential for
leisure craft going out of the Sounds
because of the closure of Blue Cod fishing
multiple fatalities on
within the Sounds.
small vessel.

Watertaxi misjudges
Reports of conflict, (ferry to watertaxi)
a crossing of the bow
have occurred. However Watertaxis and
Ferries are in regular radio contact, this
of a Ferry under way.
being operator dependent.
Water taxis
Close
quarters Ferry T bones water
well aware of timing of ferry movements
situation
but taxi which rapidly 0 0 0 0 3 0 6 5 2.74 and have good local knowledge, but there
collision averted.
loses stability and
are occasions when ferries deviate from
their normal route. On 2009 review, there
capsizes. Persons in
were no reports of problems between
water with multiple
ferries and water taxis.
fatalities.
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Poor lookout on kayak. Kayak not
detected from bridge of another
large vessel. Kayak impedes
navigation of vessel. Lack of local
knowledge of speed and passage
plans of ships transiting.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew, Leisure
users, Regional
Council

Error in judgement by launchmaster.
Loss of steerage or engine control
through mechanical or electrical
failure. Wash from other vessels Minor contact.
carries taxi onto berth. Water taxi
manoeuvres to avoid vessel, person
or debris in water on approach.

Worst Credible (WC)

Property

PWC navigating within 200 metres
of shore or dive vessel at speed >
Dive flags may not always be shown
5knots. PWC navigating within 50
correctly/at all and dive vessels may be
metres of swimmers or raft at speed
Leisure users,
PWC
avoids
difficult to distinguish from other craft. Low
> 5 knots. Poor lookout on PWC.
PWC
runs
over
Regional
swimmer at close
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2 2.37 risk because of low deployment numbers.
PWC operated by underage or
swimmer with fatality.
2009 review. Two reported incidents in
Council
quarters.
inexperienced rider. Dive vessel fails
four years. Use of PWC in Marlborough
Sounds is increasing.
to display Alpha flag correctly. PWC
operated by person under influence
of excessive alcohol.

Most Likely (ML)

Environment

Affected
Stakeholders

Water conditions poor in area in
which passenger vessel is trading on
a particular day. Limited training or
Regional
experience of local conditions
Council,
Tug required for operation of vessel.
Owners,
Sudden
change
in
weather
General Public, conditions. Excessive speed. Cruise
Vessel Owners vessel tender operations involving
personnel without local knowledge.
Difficulties in boarding or departing
at jetties.

Possible Causes

Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Passenger

Kayak
and
ferry
in
Kayak
and
developing
ferry generally
collision
in
collision
situation
in
situation.
Sounds area
generally.

Personal water
in craft operating
with at speed in
in close proximity
to persons in
the water.

Water Taxi

PWC
conflict
person
water.

Ships Master /
Crew,
Vessel
Owners,
Regional
Council,
General Public

Leisure

Contact Berthing

Small
passenger
vessel contacts
Small
berth heavily
passenger
during
vessel suffers passenger
berthing
service
Contact.
(including
water taxis or
charter
services).
Small
Passenger
vessel
(or
Cruise
Liner
Small
Tender)
passenger
operating
vessel
in outside
adverse seas advisable limits
in Sounds.
in
adverse
weather
conditions and
personnel
injured.

Personal Injury

Personal Injury

Hazard
Detail

Collision

77 54

Pelorus Sound – Kenepuru
Central Pelorus Sound
Croisilles Harbour Pelorus
Sound - Havelock &
Approaches Outer Queen
Charlotte Sound Central
Queen Charlotte Sound
Queen Charlotte Sound Grove Arm French Pass &
Current Basin Picton
Harbour - East

76 62

Central Queen
Charlotte
SoundPicton
Harbour - EastTory
Channel &
ApproachesOuter
Queen Charlotte
Sound

75 45

Admiralty BayPelorus Sound –
Kenepuru Central Queen Charlotte
Sound Queen Charlotte Sound Grove Arm Outer Pelorus Sound Tory
Channel & Approaches Outer Queen
Charlotte Sound Central Pelorus
Sound

74 46

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

RoRo

Accident Category

Hazard Ref.

Affected
Areas

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Outer Queen Charlotte
SoundOuter Sounds CoastalPelorus Sound KenepuruOuter Pelorus
SoundFrench Pass & Current
BasinQueen Charlotte Sound Grove ArmPelorus Sound Havelock & ApproachesPicton
Harbour - EastAdmiralty
BayCentral Pelorus
SoundCentral Queen Charlotte
SoundTory Channel &
ApproachesD'Urville Island West

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Vessel
contacts
Excessive speed of approach with
wharf
at
speed
subsequent mechanical failure has in the
throwing persons to
past resulted in injuries to passengers.
the
deck
with 0 0 0 0 2 0 6 4 2.65 2009 review, worst credible frequency
multiple moderate to
considered up to 1 in 100 year event.
Scoring remained unchanged.
major injuries. Water
Ingress.

Operation proceeds
in
poor
weather
conditions.
Passengers thrown
around in heavy
2009 review:- Cruise vessel operators
Vessel turns back
seas.
Injuries.
have been actioned to reduce speed of
for
shelter,
Alternatively
craft 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 2.45 tenders in use. Cruise liner visits had
passenger safety
increased significantly 2004 to 2008. No
alongside jetty in
not compromised.
reports of injuries in four years.
poor
conditions.
Difficulty
in
disembarking
passengers - broken
leg.

Kayaks spotted at
close quarters, but
collision averted;
wash effect.

Kayaks travelling in
company run down
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 2.15
by ferry with potential
for multiple fatalities.

Ferry masters report that kayaks are not
generally encountered in close quarters
situations along the ferry route. However,
where kayaks regularly cross ferry routes,
such as off Picton Point, the likelihood is
increased.
Organised Kayaking
intentionally keeps well away from the
areas they report as being ferry routes.
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Kayak
in
conflict
with
small
commercial
vessel

Kayak
and
small
commercial
vessel meet in
developing
collision
situation.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Error in judgement by leisure vessel
Leisure users,
skipper.
Mechanical
or
other
Ships Master /
systems failure. Wash from passing Minor contact.
Crew,
Vessel
vessel results in leisure vessel
Owners
landing heavily.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Leisure

Small
Small
commercial
Commercial
vessel
and
vessel
and vessel >500GT
vessel
over in developing
500GT
in collision
conflict
situation in the
Sounds.

Possible Causes

Remarks

Leisure
vessel
contacts wharf at
2009 review, 2 records in four years.
speed resulting in 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 2.07 Scoring remained unchanged.
moderate or major
injuries.

All

Leisure vessel
in contact with
jetty
during
Leisure vessel
berthing or in
in
contact
contact
with
during
moored vessel
berthing.
during
final
berthing
manoeuvres.

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

General Public,
Pilots,
Ships
Master / Crew,
Tug
Owners,
Vessel Owners

Vessels meet on rounding headland
Density and proximity of other traffic
limits sea room available to
manoeuvre. Poor positional or
Close
quarters
spatial awareness on either vessel.
situation
but
Small vessel impedes navigation of
collision averted.
larger vessel (fails to comply with
Harbour Bylaws). Mechanical or
other systems failure resulting in one
vessel losing steerage.

Small
commercial
vessel run over by
Movements of small commercial vessels
larger vessel and
may not always be reported to shipping
0 0 0 0 3 0 4 4 1.96 traffic management at Picton Harbour
capsizes or sinks
Radio.
with potential for
fatalities.

Small Commercial Vessel

Accident Category

Hazard
Detail

Contact Berthing

French Pass & Current
Basin Outer Sounds –
Coastal Outer Queen
Charlotte Sound Central
Queen Charlotte Sound
Outer Pelorus Sound Picton
Harbour - Shakespeare Bay

80 55

Hazard
Title

Collision

79 17

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

78 29

Pelorus Sound - Havelock &
ApproachesOuter Pelorus Sound
Pelorus Sound – Kenepuru French
Pass & Current Basin Port
Underwood Tory Channel &
Approaches Central Queen
Charlotte SoundAdmiralty
BayPicton Harbour – East Queen
Charlotte Sound - Grove
ArmCroisilles Harbour Central
Pelorus Sound Outer Queen
Charlotte Sound

Affected
Areas

French Pass & Current Basin Queen
Charlotte Sound - Grove Arm D'Urville
Island – West Picton Harbour Shakespeare Bay Admiralty Bay Pelorus
Sound - Havelock & Approaches Pelorus
Sound – Kenepuru Central Queen
Charlotte Sound Outer Queen Charlotte
Sound Outer Pelorus Sound Picton
Harbour – East Tory Channel &
Approaches Central Pelorus Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Failure by lookout to detect Kayak
Vessel Owners,
on commercial vessel.
Small
Leisure users,
Close
quarters
commercial vessel proceeding in
Ships Master /
situation
but
restricted visibility or in conditions
Crew, Regional
collision averted.
where kayaks difficult to detect (sun
Council
reflecting off water).

Commercial operators report that kayaks
Commercial vessel
are difficult to see in certain sea states and
at
displacement
also when setting or rising sun is reflecting
speed runs down 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 1.85 off the water. Hazard is related to
kayak. Kayak split.
displacement speed vessel operators
feedback, such as log barges or tugs.
Potential for fatality.
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Personal injury
to
divers
operating at a
Injury to divers
commercial
at commercial
berth in Picton
berth
harbour
or
Shakespeare
Bay.

Commercial
vessel
in
contact during
berthing.

Small
commercial
vessel
lands
heavily
on
wharf
while
berthing.

Vessel greater
Vessel
than 500GT in
>500GT
in contact
contact while situation with
navigating
anchored
or
moored vessel.

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

People

Property

Worst Credible (WC)

Environment

Most Likely (ML)

Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Vessel Types

Possible Causes

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC

Remarks

Kayak hirers may brief customers on

Kayak

Kayak
and
large
vessel
(over 500GT)
in developing
collision
Kayak
and
situation with
large vessel in
kayak crossing
conflict
intended
vessel
track.
This excludes
RoRo
ferry
operations.

Poor lookout on kayak. Kayak not
where to cross shipping channels in the
vicinity of Picton Harbour but kayak users
Vessel Owners, detected from bridge of large vessel.
without this knowledge, or operating
Regional
Kayak impedes navigation of vessel. Collision averted at kayak run down with
beyond Picton Harbour must rely on own
Council, Leisure Lack of local knowledge of speed close
quarters, possibility of multiple 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1.82 judgement.
Kayaks hired through
users,
Ships and passage plans of ships wash effect.
fatalities (up to 2).
reputable commercial operators or on
Master / Crew transiting area. Log carrier restricted
guided trips are reportedly less likely to
become involved in close quarters
manoeuvrability.
situations with shipping.

All

Hazard
Detail

Divers
have
not
informed
appropriate
authority
before
commencing operation. Shipping not
Regional
informed that divers are operating in
Council, Ships
vicinity
of
berth.
Vessel
Master / Crew,
watchkeepers not informed of diving
Vessel Owners
operations due to breakdown of
onboard communication procedures.
Unqualified divers.

Error in judgement by shiphandler.
Mechanical or other systems failure.
Wash from passing vessel results in
heavy
landing.
Adverse
environmental conditions during
berthing.

Diver not in vicinity
of propulsive or
steering gear when
tested or started,
injury averted.

Propeller
started
when
diver
inspecting
rudder 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 1.82
bracket or jetty with
potential for fatality.

At present the port operator must inform
the Harbour Office when diving operations
are to take place around commercial
berths. This information should be passed
to vessels by Picton Harbour Radio.
Communication link between harbour
master office and port company. 2009
review no incident reports.
Data
unchanged.

Small
commercial
vessel
in
heavy
contact with wharf
2009 review; two recorded incidents, but
resulting
in
reporting limited apart from some damage
significant structural
Minor contact with
complaints from jetty owners associated
damage
and
no
significant
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 1.81 with unknown vessels/craft. Most Likely
potential
water
case assumed to be a high frequency, with
damage.
ingress, minor to
no consequence impact.
Scoring
remained unchanged.
moderate injury to
crew member or
passenger. Potential
for serious injury.

All

Accident Category

Collision
Personal Injury
Contact Berthing

Hazard
Title

Consequence Descriptions

General Public,
Vessel Owners,
Ships Master /
Crew

All

84 33

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Contact Navigation

Picton Harbour EastPicton Harbour Shakespeare Bay

83 28

Central Queen Charlotte
SoundOuter Queen
Charlotte Sound Picton
Harbour - EastFrench Pass
& Current BasinAdmiralty
BayPicton Harbour Shakespeare Bay Tory
Channel & Approaches

82 82

Queen Charlotte Sound - Grove Arm
Central Pelorus Sound Outer Queen
Charlotte Sound Pelorus Sound - Havelock
& Approaches Pelorus Sound – Kenepuru
Outer Pelorus SoundPort Underwood Tory
Channel & Approaches Central Queen
Charlotte SoundPicton Harbour EastFrench Pass & Current Basin Picton
Harbour - Shakespeare Bay Admiralty Bay
Croisilles Harbour

81 47

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte
SoundCentral Pelorus
SoundPicton Harbour Shakespeare BayCentral Queen
Charlotte SoundAdmiralty
BayPicton Harbour - EastOuter
Pelorus SoundTory Channel &
ApproachesFrench Pass & Current
Basin

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Craft or vessel anchored in fairway.
During heavy weather moored or
anchored craft or vessel drags into
Pilots, Leisure fairway. Inadequate lookout or
users,
Vessel positional monitoring on vessel.
Minor contact.
Owners, Ships Radar on vessel fails to detect small
Master / Crew moored vessel at adequate range.
Machinery failure or loss of control in
adverse weather on vessel >500gt
shaping for berth.

Anchored or moored
leisure vessel run
0 0 0 0 1 0 4 3 1.8
down by ship with
potential loss of life.

A ferry transiting in fog had near miss with
moored yacht and barge in approaches to
Picton. Moorings in Shakespeare Bay
raised by Port Company as contact risk,
but no reports of incidents raised by Port
Company or mooring holders . 2009
review, no change to scoring.
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Pilot vessel in
collision when
embarking
Pilot

MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL

Pilot vessel in
collision
with
vessel >500GT
during
pilot
transfer
operations.

Error in judgement of launchmaster
on approach to ships side. Poor
Vessel Owners,
communication
between
Ships Master /
launchmaster, pilot and ships
Crew,
Pilots,
master. Disorientation and poor
Regional
spatial awareness of launchmaster.
Council,
Mechanical or other systems failure
Environmental
on either vessel. Interaction between
Interests
pilot vessel and ship hulls. Adverse
weather conditions.

Moderate landing
of pilot vessel on
ships hull without
major damage or
injury.

Risk Overall

Property

Environment

Stakeholders
People

Worst Credible (WC)

People

Most Likely (ML)

Property

Possible Causes

Environment

Consequence Descriptions

Risk By Consequence
Category
ML
WC
Stakeholders

Affected
Stakeholders

Hazard
Detail

Vessel Types

Hazard
Title

Pilot vessel

Accident Category

REVIEW OF RISK MITIGATION

Collision

85 68

Affected
Areas

Outer Queen Charlotte
Sound Outer Pelorus Sound

Hazard Ref.

Rank

Report No: 13NZ259
Issue: 1

Remarks

Pilot vessel coxn
RHIBs in use for pilot boarding. About 60
misjudges approach
pilot movements per year. There was an
in heavy weather.
incident on 2009 review involving the pilot
Heavy landing and
boat in near miss with ferry, loss of special
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.91 awareness occurring. At that time, pilot
damage to hull of
boat was being run by pilots themselves
pilot launch. RHIB in
and operation taken over by the port
use, bags burst down
company.
one side.
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